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Spatial networks like road networks, pipeline networks, transportation networks,

and power network are being increasingly used in the fields of route planning, land

use planning, city planning, traffic forecasting thus promising the generation of vast

amounts of spatial networks data. While in order to efficiently handle, represent, store,

query, and manipulate large spatial networks database support is a must, database

support for spatial networks is rare. Our project aims to provide a conceptual, abstract,

and formal model of spatial networks, called Spatial Network Algebra (SNA), that

includes types, operations, and predicates and can serve as a specification for their

later implementation in spatial database systems and GIS. Based on this abstract model

of spatial networks, we will create an implementation of a spatial network data type

which we will incorporate in a spatial database. In the context of spatial databases

retrieval and handling of spatial networks through querying becomes critical to exploiting

the functionality of database. Thus query mechanisms which are able to handle the

complexity of spatial networks data becomes essential. Consequently, we show how our

spatial network concepts can be embedded into an SQL-like query language.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Any network which is characterized by a spatial embedding is known as spa-

tial network. Road networks connecting cities, railway networks connecting railway

stations, pipeline networks carrying oil or water are few examples of spatial networks we

encounter in our daily life. Spatial networks are spatially embedded graphs created by

the interconnection of spatial elements like spatial lines and spatial points. Spatial

networks play a fundamental role in disciplines like geography and cartography.

Geographers commonly encounter problems involving flows in constrained environment

like networks. For example, a physical geographer studies streams of water in a

river drainage system or a human geographer studies inter-regional streams of

migrants. Both are examples of a common fundamental property which is a flow of

some commodity takes place through a constrained network environment. Spatial

networks also find application in transport and navigation assistance systems. Road

networks being a type of spatial network, GPS devices suggest movement which are

constrained in a network. Traffic forecasting models use spatial networks at its base.

Spatial networks and spatial network analysis is important in land use planning and city

planning for establishing water ways, power grids and planning transport systems.

The increasing use of spatial networks has led to a huge increase in the generation

of spatial networks data. Databases support is essential to store the huge volumes of

spatial network data and to utilize them in various GIS applications in an efficient way.

Spatial databases, which form the data storage foundation of geographical and GIS

applications are only aware of primitive spatial data types like spatial points, spatial

lines, and spatial regions. Consequently current spatial systems which make use

of spatial networks have a three layered architecture - a data layer, a middleware or

processing layer and a user interface as shown in Figure 1-1. The data layer which is

typically implemented as spatial databases stores the basic components of a network in
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terms of points and lines. The middleware layer performs operations and computations

not provided by the data layer. It essentially creates an in-memory graph data structure

to represent a spatial network as a collection of nodes and links. Operations are

performed in this layer and the results are feed to the user interface or visualization

layer at the top. This approach spreads the spatial components of a network like

points and lines over various tables in the database. Storing a network scattered over

various tables allow a user to inadvertently make modifications which can introduce

inconsistency in the database. Moreover there are no SQL constructs which can query

more than one table at a time so a number of useful operations (for example, “does two

network intersect”) cannot be implemented if the network is scattered. There is currently

no method to integrate a spatial network data type into a database layer of a spatial

system. So a spatial network is not the first class citizens of a database. The general

goal of this project is to design, define, and implement a data model for spatial networks

and incorporate it in a database context so that a query language can be embedded in it

to handle spatial network.

Storing a spatial network in a database as a spatial data type which consists of

both data and operations over the data would allow a database to manipulate spatial

networks directly(Figure1-1B). In other words, spatial network would become first

class citizens in the database allowing SQL queries to run on spatial network and take

advantage of the spatial network operations and predicates. This strategy will not only

result in an increased performance but also allow GIS applications to take advantage

of the features provided by the database systems like concurrency controls, transaction

processing, querying etc.

The major reason for the lack of a spatial network data type in spatial databases is

that it has not been formalized due to the inherent complex nature of spatial networks.

The lack of model for spatial network has led to the development of only a very small

number of operations on them. So the overall goal of this project is to define spatial

11
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Figure 1-1. Current architecture of spatial networks database (A) and proposed
architecture (B)

networks, describe its properties, describe and define the semantics of operations on

it. Since the intention is to incorporate the spatial network data type in a database, we

have to create an efficient implementation concept of spatial networks and incorporate

it inside the database. We also explore ways of querying the spatial network using a

SQL-like language.

The strategy for creating a spatial networks database type can be separated into

three steps each one dependent on the earlier. First, we create and abstract model

of spatial networks without any regard to implementation details. This step involves

providing a formal definition of spatial networks based on mathematical concepts

instead of an intuitive description. The existence of a formal definition of spatial

network that precisely describes their properties is essential for defining operations

and predicates and ensuring closure property of spatial network. We provide semantic
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description of currently existing spatial network operations and propose new operations

which are useful in various scenarios. Topological and directional predicates has also

been formalized using the formal model.Since our ultimate aim is to create a database

implementation of spatial networks, we develop an SQL-like query language called

Spatial Network Query Language (SNQL) at this stage to show possible mechanisms to

query a spatial networks database. This will be a complete model of spatially embedded

graph called the Spatial Networks Algebra (SNA). The abstract data model described

here is based on infinite point sets and has been described using purely mathematical

concepts. All the three aspects of spatial network: its geometry, its connectivity and

its semantics is captured and represented by this data model and it is expected that

this model will act as a specification for the eventual implementation of spatial network

in database. We associate each and every point of the Euclidean plane with thematic

values. The thematic value of the points distinguishes components of the network. All

the points with similar thematic values are part of the same component of the network.

Interior and exterior of the network can be distinguished based on these thematic values

itself. In particular, this approach enables us to consider attributes of single points in the

network which is called the space based view but also provides access to collection of

points having equal attributes, the object based view.

Based on the abstract specification of spatial networks, we then show how an user

will view the spatial network data type once it is implemented in computer database

systems. This has been illustrated using a single data object of type snet which

represents an entire spatial network. The objects of snet data type will be shown in

the form of an abstract data type. An abstract data type hides its internal data structure.

Retrieval and manipulation of its values can only be performed by high-level operations

that conceal how tasks are accomplished. This strategy helps us provide an user

interface for the spatial network data structures without specifying the internal structure.

The algorithms of the operations and predicates on the snet data object are formulated

13



at this stage using language independent pseudo-code from a fairly high level of

abstraction.

Next, a comprehensive package is created to design, implement, and use

generic complex data type systems in a very abstract, user-friendly, and application

domain-oriented manner called the Type System Specification (TSS) framework. Spatial

networks being a complex application data type, we create an implementation of the

spatial data type based on the TSS framework. The implementation of spatial networks

follows the abstract model of spatial networks. The abstract model illustrates a spatial

networks data type and semantics of related operations on them. As computers can

only allow discrete representation, the abstract model cannot be directly implemented on

computer systems. The implementation of the snet data type is then incorporated into

the database system.

Various attempts to model spatial network and incorporate them inside database

systems have been taken in the past and Section 2 discusses them. Section 3 gives

the abstract data model of the spatial networks. This section presents the operations

and predicates on spatial network along with a query language which demonstrates the

usefulness of the data model in a database context. The TSS framework to design and

implement complex data types have been given in Section 4. Section 5 provides the

implementation details of the snet data type based on the TSS framework. Finally, we

conclude in Section 6.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK AND COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EXISTING APPROACHES

In this section, we first explain the features and characteristics of an ideal network

data model (Section 2.1). Next we compare the most relevant ones in Section 2.2.

In Section 2.3 we compare the features present in the existing models using a table.

We also list the novel contributions of this work. Our work also consist of creating a

mechanism of handling complex application objects to handle the spatial network object

implementation. This approach is compared with existing approaches to handle complex

application objects in Section 2.4.

2.1 Design Requirements for Spatial Network Model

We now identify a set of design criteria for spatial networks and provide reasons

for its need. These set of requirements are concerned with the modeling of spatial

networks, the features and characteristics incorporated into it.

Universality. A spatial network model should be able to represent any type of

spatial network. This is a generic model, which means it can represent any spatial

network irrespective of whether it is a transportation network or gravity fed network like

pipeline network or river network. To create a generic network the most fundamental

components and features of all spatial networks have to be distilled down. If required,

the network can be easily converted into a multi-modal network, that is, it can represent

two networks as a single entity (eg, transportation network consist of bus network and

train network). This model should have a formal definition based on mathematical

concepts. This is important so that the model can be used as a specification for later

implementation of spatial networks.

Capability to specialize. The generic network model should have a mechanism to

create specialization of the generic network for special type of network for example, road

network or power line network etc. and can be customized to handle and represent new

features and characteristics that are part of different networks.
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Space and theme accommodation. A spatial network consists of two fundamental

aspects : geometry and semantically relevant thematic attributes and a model should

be able to capture both of them. From a modeling perspective, a spatial network can

be seen as a spatially embedded and labeled graph. A spatially embedded graph is a

graph whose vertices are mapped to points in space and whose edges are mapped to

arcs which have end points that are images of two vertices [14]. Geometric aspects of

a network comprise junctions, channels, boundary points, and crossover points that are

embedded in space and characterized by precise locations. The connections and the

geometry help us answer queries like shortest path or perform intersection operation.

Having only the geometry in a model prevents the users from posing relevant queries

like “what is the diameter of a pipe?” in a pipeline network or the voltage of a powerline

network. The model should be flexible enough to accommodate any number and type of

thematic attributes. The spatial embedding and the thematic attributes should be cleanly

mapped and correlated.

Tunable granularity. The level of detail of the network representation should be

controlled by the application depending on its requirements. The model should be

able to handle different levels of granularity. For example, a road in a network can be

represented as a single unit or as a set of lanes. This feature will have effect on the

amount of the size of spatial networks and amount of storage space required to store

them.

Three Dimensionality. Spatial networks are three dimensional in reality and a

two dimensional model of a spatial network completely loses the height information.

A number of gravity fed networks rely on the slope of the network to determine flow

directions. Similarly, quickest path computations need to take into account the slope

apart from the length of the path. Consequently accurate representation of height and

gradient has to be an inherent part of the model. This cannot be represented by z-level

method. The three dimensional network allow queries like “Return the shortest path
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using only the network part which is above 100 feet from the sea level”. It is important to

model a spatial network as a three dimensional entity otherwise important components

of a network like crossover points are difficult to model. In a two dimensional network

model it impossible to define a number of operations on it. For example, a network

union operation merges two or more networks and creates a single resulting network.

The parts where channels from either network intersect gives rise to a junction in the

resulting network. Since a two dimensional data model do not store the heights of the

channels, we cannot accurately state whether the interacting channels from different

networks were at the same height so it cannot be conclusively proved whether they

form a junction point or a crossover at the point in question. It has to be noted that an

operation which can be performed in the two dimensional model can be performed in

a three dimensional model also since the three dimensional model can be transformed

into a two dimensional model using a flatten operation. A three dimensional model

of spatial network creates a more accurate representation of the network and allows

creation of powerful operators and predicates on it.

Distinguish Topological Conditions. Various topological features like access

points, transfer points, and crossover points are found in reality and their correct

representation has consequence in spatial network operations. Bridges are examples

of crossovers and they form when one road crosses over another. Crossover points are

different from junction points where there is a possibility of transfer of material from one

road to another. It is essential to model crossover points explicitly in a network model

because they impact shortest path and route finding algorithms. Access points are

formed where material can enter and exit a network. For example a railway station or

a outlet is an access point for railway network and pipeline network respectively. When

access points from two network appear at the same position, it may lead to a transfer

point and can be used to compute the shortest path which encompasses multiple

17



networks. For example, a train station may be co-located with a bus station allowing

commuters to transfer from train to bus and vice versa.

Intra-network Operations. Any data model should have a number of operations

defined on them. This makes the network model very useful in posting queries and

to manipulate it. The intra-network operations work on a single network at a time.

Each of the operations are fundamental, and even though they are useful in itself,

the idea is to chain multiple of them together to create powerful and complex user

defined operations. A number of operation classes have been identified and they are

construction operations, analysis operations, and edit operations. The construction

operations are a set of operations to create and append new components to a network

object. The edit operations allow an already created network to be modified. The

analysis operations are important operations to extract information form a network.

These have been further classified into basic operations like shortest path, connected

components, disconnected components etc.which are related to the structure of the

network. Next, there are trace operations which finds paths or routes in a network based

on certain criteria for example, routes upstream, or routes downstream, find loops in a

path etc. Another important class of analysis operations are network selection operation.

These set of operations selects part of a network based on a criteria, for example

“part of the network which is above than 200 m of sea level”. The service area class

of operations include accessibility based operations, vehicle routing, and TSP type of

operations. Finally, metric operations are a class of operations which return a numeric

result. These include graph characteristic operations like global efficiency, degree

centrality etc.

Inter-network Operations. Inter-network operations work on two or more

operations at a time. This class of operations include multi-modal route operations.

It also includes Geometric Set Operations which consist of operations like union,
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intersection, and difference in a network context. These operations are useful in

combining or comparing networks.

Network Predicates. The model should be able to compute network predicates.

The topological predicates are the most important class of inter-network predicates and

they characterize the spatial configuration and arrangement of one network with respect

to another one. From a database and GIS perspective, they are used as filter conditions

for spatial selections and spatial joins in spatial query languages.

ADT View. ADT stands for Abstract Data Type which is a way to define a data

type without exposing the internal implementation details. Abstraction is the ability to

engage with a concept while safely ignoring some of its details - handling different

details at different levels. Similarly, ADT view of the network is preferred since it

hides all the internal components and prevents the system from becoming overly

complex and intellectually hard to manage. The user will access the network data

using only the operations provided by the model without any knowledge about the

implementation underneath. This will not only make the model more elegant but also

easier to conceptually understand the model.

Cleanly Implementable. Databases support is essential to store the the increasingly

huge volumes of spatial network data and to utilize them in various GIS applications in

an efficient way. Database management systems are designed to handle large amounts

of data very efficiently and enable querying on them. Database also performs logging,

recovery control, transaction processing and with a network data model incorporated

inside a database, these features of a database can be directly made use of with out

expending extra effort in re-implementing them. Thus it is essential to realise a spatial

network model which is cleanly implementable and incorporated inside a database. It is

advantageous to store the network as a single object in the database. This prevents the

additional step of combining all the components of a network into a single object before

any computation can be performed in it. This is opposed to the strategy of keeping an
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instance of a single network scattered over a number of relations thus exposing the

internals of a network to the user and creating the possibility of accidental modification.

The traditional issue with having a single network spread across a number of tables,

consistency and integrity of the network has to be enforced from outside the object.

For example, all the junctions are associated with one or more routes. If all the routes

associated with a junction are removed, the particular junction also has to be removed.

A differentiated network makes handing the objects very complex. Moreover it is difficult

to view the network as a single object and treat it like any regular in-built data type.

Additionally storing a single network in a complete table makes it tedious to compare

or run operations on two networks simultaneously as it would require SQL to read and

operate on multiple networks at a time. Besides a lack of a network identity, this leads

to serious performance problems since all data have to be loaded into the main memory

first.

2.2 Evaluation of Existing Spatial Network Models

In this section we evaluate existing spatial network models based on the design

criteria laid in the earlier section. Data models for spatial network can be broadly

classified into three categories : the graph based models, the partial geometric models,

and the pure network models.

2.2.1 Graph Based Models

The graph based data models for networks in GIS are built around two entities,

namely nodes which are zero-dimensional entities and arcs which are one-dimensional

entities. The planar embedding of the node-arc data model ensures topological

consistency in the network. Since nodes and arcs correspond to the vertices and

edges of a graph, it makes sense to view and model a spatial network as a directed

graph G = (V ,E) where V is a set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges.

Graph models are popular as they can capture the structure and connectivity of spatial

networks but they cannot capture the thematic attributes or the the geometry of the
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network. Queries like the shortest path query or the maximum flow query can be

directly mapped to well known graph problems for which algorithms exist. For example,

the shortest path problem may be solved by Dijkstra’s algorithm, and the maximum

flow problem can be solved by the Ford Fulkerson algorithm. The graph view of

spatial networks has, for example, been used in [3, 15, 18, 20, 23, 40]. The authors

in [22] point out that the graph modeling of a spatial network is not appropriate as it

does not present a realistic representation of the complexity of such a network in the

real world. A slightly modified graph model have been studied in [7, 21, 30]. These

approaches aim at separating the spatial and thematic data into different data models.

A logical spatial data model encodes the nodes and arcs and maintains the geometry

while the associated thematic information is stored in relational database tables. The

connection between the records in the relational tables and the spatial objects is

achieved by employing unique identifiers. This hybrid data management strategy has

been developed to take advantage of a relational database management system in

order to store and manipulate thematic attribute information [29]. This solution does

not allow that relationships between a spatial object and the thematic data to have their

own attributes [16]. Though effective, it has been shown that this solution is neither

elegant nor robust [34]. The implementation of graph models require a middleware

layer. Since they do not have any attribute support, it is almost impossible to extend it to

handle specific features of a particular network. They do not satisfy almost all the design

criterias like querying support and implemention as a single unit.

2.2.2 Partial Geometric Models

Though graph modeling of spatial networks can capture their structure and

connectivity, they are unable to represent the spatial embedding of a network. The

partial network based model is an alternate modeling approach is to have a graph

representation in which each vertex is associated with a spatial embedding called par-

tially embedded graph [31, 35]. The model of a multimodal transport network has been
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developed in [31] using this method. It represents the network as a directed graph in

which the vertices are associated with a spatial location characterized by geographic

coordinates in the Euclidean plane. The geometries of the edges are not stored in either

of the models but are simply specified by a pair of (initial and final) vertices. The work in

[36] models road networks as partially embedded graphs and defines road components

based on their properties and the potential actions they may perform. The authors term

this as an “affordance-based” theory of networks. These approaches are unable to

distinguish between crossover points like a tunnel beneath a road or an overpass over

a road and may lead to wrong results in shortest route calculations. A combination of

multiple representations of two-dimensional transport networks stored in multi represen-

tational databases (MRDB) has been provided in [41, 43]. The framework includes a

semantically rich two-dimensional representation of a transportation network, a weighted

multi-graph representation of a transportation network, and a mapping of instances of

the former to instances of the latter. This mapping demonstrates how it is possible to

represent complex transportation network by semantically simple graphs. The graph

model and mapping are built to capture the typologies of transportation networks and

to also serve as a foundation for query processing. This is an example of network

not which is not represented by a single object but by an number of components.

Every operation needs an additional co-relation step where various represent ions

are correlated to each other. This model serves well for transport networks which

have a fixed set of features like turns, roundabouts, free-ways, etc. Different types of

networks have a wide variety of properties and attributes which may not be represented

easily in this model. Multi-representation of a network makes it difficult to store a

network in a database because frequently it leads to storing a network in a number of

tables scattered in the database. In doing so the complete view of the network is lost

answering simple queries lead to performing computationally expensive joins. The data
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model proposed in this paper is a self-contained data model for spatial networks which

can be stored in a database as a singe entity.

A number of data models for spatial network exists which are geared towards a

specific network application scenario. [11] aims to compute the shortest path for an

ambulance to travel. It takes the model of a graph with arcs for streets and nodes for

intersections. Weights are attached on the arcs to indicate impedance. A similar graph

based approach to model spatial network has been taken in [8]. Identifying critical

locations like intersections or road segments which when disconnected impact a large

area in a spatial network is a measure of the reliability and robustness of a network. This

problem has been tackled by [10] and their approach is based on graph theory and uses

the topology of the network (i.e. how the segments in the network are connected to each

other) in order to identify problematic elements. The geometry of the network elements

(meaning the actual spatial location of the streets) has been used for visualisation

purposes only, but the method does not use any attribute information. The method

combines dual graph modeling with connectivity analysis and two topological graph

measures: betweenness and clustering coefficient. These graph based approaches

completely loses the geometric information in the spatial networks and only maintains

the topology of the network. Moreover this solution does not allow the spatial networks

to have attributes of their own. Though effective, it has been shown that this method of

modeling a spatial network is neither elegant nor robust [34].

2.2.3 Pure Network Model

The network data model is one which is a purely geometry based model for spatial

networks. Since we aim to create a network model ourselves, these are the ones which

most closely resemble our model the Spatial Network Algebra or SNA. Among these

models, the most well known is [19] which creates an explicit network data model to

be used specifically for implementation of moving object in a network. Positions of

moving objects can be better expressed relative to the network. This model takes paths
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or routes of a network as the basis for describing a network. Since the intent of this

network is to model moving object, it is heavily biased towards road network with special

built in road features for example, to distinguish between simple and dual (divided) roads

and thus cannot be accepted as a generic network model. The network data type is

available though a data type called “network”. Along with the network data type, there

are two additional data types called “gpoint” and “gline” to represent a position in the

network and a part of the network respectively. Some of the operations return a gline

instead of a network data type even though the structure is semantically the same as

a network. This makes chaining operations difficult. For example, if we want to find the

portion of the highway network which is effected by fog and is within the city limits of

Gainesville, we cannot write the following :

in network(in network(highwayNetwork , FogRegion), GNVRegion)

This is because the in network function [1] takes a network object and a region

object and returns a gline object. This is opposed to the SNA model, where sub-networks

and routes of a network are also objects of network data type thus making such chaining

possible. Moreover, since a large number of operations are defined on glines and gpoint

instead of network data type in [1], the network object has to be passed through a

conversion/extraction function to essentially convert to the appropriate data type before

the operation can be applied. For example, gline() function to convert a network to a

gline object.

Instead of using an object oriented approach of modeling a network as a single

self-contained object, this model takes a relational approach. The network data type

is molded towards a relational representation to be easily incorporated in a RDBMS.

All the components of this model (network, gpoint, gline junction, routes, etc) are

associated with a relation schema consisting of standard database data types. The

model incorporates a number of operations which allow construction and conversion of
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values of the abstract data types network (the network : relationXrelation → network

constructor for example), gline and gpoint on one hand and relations and values of

standard database types on another hand. This strategy to represent a network makes

it easier to fit the relational data model used in popular database management systems

but since the storage model is different from the network model, networks need an extra

construction step from two relations (junctions and routes) before any operation can be

executed.

A number of operations result in relations representing routes, junctions or other

network components instead of a single object. This makes handing the objects very

complex. Moreover it is difficult to view the network as a single object and treat it like

any regular in-built data type. An instance of a single network may be scattered over a

number of relations thus exposing the internals of a network to the user and creating the

possibility of accidental modification. The traditional issue with having a single network

spread across a number of tables, consistency and integrity of the network has to be

enforced from outside the object. For example, all the junctions are associated with one

or more routes. If all the routes associated with a junction are removed, the particular

junction also has to be removed.

Storing a single network in a complete table makes it tedious to compare or run

operations on two networks simultaneously as it would require SQL to read and operate

on multiple networks at a time. Besides a lack of a network identity, this leads to serious

performance problems since all data have to be loaded into the main memory first.

If a database management system can natively store networks as a first class

citizen as a table attribute, we can post SQL queries to intersect all the road networks

and the rail networks directly in the following format:

Select intersect(rail .network , road .network)

From RailNetworks as rail , HighwayNetwork as road
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This query is difficult to perform when the network is not stored as a table attribute

but a single network stored across a number of tables. We need to know all the tables

which are present and then first create the network data type from them before any

operation can be performed. In order to overcome these disadvantages, our paper

takes a single entity view of the network, which means all the primitive components and

representations of a spatial network are combined into a single data type. This allows a

spatial network to be stored as a single entity in a database as a first class citizen and

all the features of the database can be taken advantage of. Our emphasis in this paper

is on an increase of functionality and elegance at the logical level, the propagation of the

abstract data type approach in a database context, and the possibility of query support.

This model has been implemented in the SECONDO system.

2.2.4 Commercial Implementations

In this section we discuss two widely used commercial implementations of spatial

network. They include ESRI’s ArcGIS and Oracle’s network data model inside Oracle

Spatial.

ESRI does not have a single data model for spatial network but instead have

network data set for transportation networks and geometric network which offer a

way to model common networks and infrastructures found in the real world. Water

distribution, electrical lines, gas pipelines, telephone services, and water flow in a

stream are all examples of resource flows that can be modeled and analyzed using

a geometric network. When a geometric network is created, ArcGIS also creates a

corresponding logical network, which is used to represent and model connectivity

relationships between features. The logical network is the connectivity graph used

for tracing and flow calculations. Instead of relying on traditional arcnode topology,

geometric network provides a set of network features: simple junctions, simple edges,

complex junctions, and complex edges. The geometry for these network features are

modeled using Edge tables, Junction tables, and connecting both of them is another
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table called the Connectivity table. Based on the network data set and the geometric

network models a number of specialized industry-specific data models [13] have

been developed. A network dataset is created from the feature source or sources

that participate in the network. It incorporates an advanced connectivity model that

can represent complex scenarios, such as multimodal transportation networks. It also

possesses a network attribute model that helps model impedances, restrictions, and

hierarchy for the network. Apart from edge features and junction features, network

dataset also has turn features. Geometric network feature classes cannot participate as

network dataset sources because they are actively linked to a geometric network.

Due to the lack of a generic data model for spatial networks, it is difficult to

incorporate them inside a database. As different data models are used for each

network type, union or merge like operations will not be closed. All the ESRI data

models are designed for implementation as ESRI’s geodatabase. A geodatabase [32]

is a middle ware layer like object-relational construct for managing geographic data as

features within an industry-standard relational database management system (RDBMS).

Geodatabase need the support of a commercial RDBMS for data storage while it itself

forming the middle layer and exposing a set of abstract data types and corresponding

operations. The middleware layer performs an additional step of interrelating the various

representations which means that there needs to be the ability to translate among the

different external infrastructure representations. As the middleware layer is outside

the database, all the features of the database, for example, transaction processing,

concurrency control, querying, etc.are lost. While it is not clear how the data is actually

stored in the back end RDBMSes,the task of maintaining the spatial and referential data

integrity lays on the geodatabase.

Oracle Spatial in Oracle Database 10g [28] has a network data model that models

and analyzes networks. This network data model consists of two components: a

network database schema and a Java API. The network schema contains network
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metadata, tables for node, link, and path metadata, and a PL/SQL package. The Java

API enables network representation and network analysis. In this model, the actual data

are stored in tables. Network features are mapped to nodes, links, and paths and each

network has four associated tables - the node table, the link table, the optional path

table, and a path and link table. Network integrity contraints like existance of end nodes

for each links etc are enforced by creating referential constraints on the tables. Apart

from these tables, the meta-data of a network are stored in a separate table. The Java

API acts as the middleware layer and provides the functions to access and manage the

network data. It also provides a set of network operations on spatial networks. Even

though this model is generic and can store any type of spatial networks, it scatters

the network data over many tables and thus suffer from a number of disadvantages

discussed above.

2.3 Summary of Related Work and Novel Contributions

Based on the design criteria of conceptual and implementation requirements

and our discussion on existing approaches, Table 2-1 compares the features and

characteristics of the implemented models of spatial network along with our model the

SNA. The table suggest that the current implementation exhibit short comings with

respect to the design criterias. Our model proposed in this paper, SNA, promises to fulfil

almost all the design criteria with good level of support for all of them.

Our novel contributions presented in this work is summarised as follows:

1. Formal definition of a generic abstract spatial network which can be easily
extended, using thematic attributes, to model any particular feature or characteristic
of a specific network.

2. Incorporate geometry and topology in a single network object and provide an
elegant ADT view of the network which can be manipulated using the operations
provided

3. A 3-dimensional network which can support all operations defined on two
dimensional network models but also incorporate new ones which involve the
height of network locations.
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4. Explicitly model crossover points which can be used to distinguish from junction
points and has an impact on the shortest path calculations.

5. Network topological predicates have not been considered in any previous work.
They may be used in filtering queries and for spatial joins

6. No middleware layer is required to use our implementation strategy since the
network data is stored as single objects. This also helps provide a standardized
SQL-like querying support.

Table 2-1 compares the features of the ESRI’s network model, Oracle’s network

model, SECONDO’s network model with the SNA network model. The available network

analysis operations for the same data models have been compared in Table 2-2.

Table 2-1. Comparison of network features
Feature SNA ESRI Oracle SECONDO
1. Universality Y Y Y Y
2. ADT view Y Y Y
3. Tunable granularity Y
4. Explicitly crossovers Y
5. Inbuilt standard Querying Support Y Y
6. 3D model Y
7. Arbitrary Thematic Attributes Y Y
8. Multi-modal Network Y
9. Implemented as single object Y
10. Operator Y Y Y Y
11. Predicates Y

2.4 Handling Large and Complex Application Objects

Our spatial network object consist of a number of sub components which are

of varying sizes and data types. Application objects showing these characteristics

are known as complex application objects. Implementing data types having internal

components and sub components (complex application objects) are difficult as there is

no integrated way of representing them as a single object. Extensible Markup Language

(XML) is popular mechanism to store complex application objects. XML is a major

simplification relative to what it aspired to replace Standard Generalized Markup

Language [6]. XML is a markup language that defines a set of rules for encoding

documents in a textual format that is both human-readable and machine-readable.
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Table 2-2. Comparison of operations
Operation Class Operation name SNA ESRI Geometric ESRI Network Oracle SECONDO

Network Data Set
Basic Operation

Shortest Path Y Y Y Y Y
Connected Components Y
Disconnected Components Y Y
length/distance Y Y Y
Curvature Y Y
Gradient/Flow Direction Y Y
Find Network Elements Y Y Y Y

Trace Operations
Find Path/Route Y Y Y Y Y
Find Upstream Y Y
Find Downstream Y Y
Find Upstream Accumulation Y
Find Downstream Accumulation Y
Find Loops Y

Select Network
Window/Clipping Y
Disable A component Y Y Y
Put Weights on Edge Y
Select Network on a criteria Y Y Y Y
Select part of Channel Y
Nearest Neighbor Y Y

Accessibility
Based on time Y
Based on distance Y Y Y
Based on cost y y
Vehicle Routing Y
Location Allocation Y
TSP Y

Geometric Set Operations
Network Intersection Y Y Y
Network Union Y
Network Difference Y

Metric Operation
Node Degree Y Y
Characteristic Path Length Y
Global Efficiency Y
Degree Centrality Y

It is defined in the XML 1.0 Specification [46] produced by the W3C, and several

other related specifications provided under the W3C Document License. A number

of languages have been based on XML for example, RSS, Atom, Soap etc. XML

representation and its extensions are complex having a processor, markup which itself

consist of tags, elements, and attributes. XML also restricts some control characters

from appearing in the XML document. XML files include the structure of the data along

with the data. Any automated systems. for example, automated publishing requires

that the structure of the content is fixed and standardized. As XML allows any type of

structure in its content, it is difficult to enforce it [2]. Additionally, XML has no inherent
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mechanism to handle optional items or required items in the content. The large number

of constructs make the XML extremely verbose [1]. The high verbosity also results from

the fact that XML representation purports to represent as much information as possible.

A reoccurring remark about XML is that document are not optimized for size. Including

tags as text elements into document spills bandwidth and augments transmission

limits [44]. Mapping the basic tree model of XML to type systems of programming

languages or databases can be difficult, especially when XML is used for exchanging

highly structured data between applications, which was not its primary design goal.

Other criticisms attempt to refute the claim that XML is a self-describing language [4].

The Type System Specification (TSS) framework which has been developed as a part

of this project and is used to define, implement, and use new complex data types in an

abstract manner allows the user of the data to define the structure of the data once and

then use the data multiple times. This mechanism separates the data from the meta

data and makes the data more compact. Moreover the TSS framework enforces explicit

data types for its component data which allows the data to be stored in a binary format

unlike XML avoids storing the data in string form which is not only slow to process but

also takes up more storage space. Application programming interfaces have been

independently developed to use and manipulate XML.

XML is majorly criticized for its ability to only represent the structure of the data

but not any meaning to the document [42]. There are a number of efforts underway to

integrate ontologies, knowledge representation into XML which are turning out to be

cumbersome.

XML is considered incompatible with relation data model [33]. The article explains

that the common import and export functions of big data do not resemble XML so a

large amount of effort is required to make XML data fit in databases. This time is spent

in serializing, parsing, and transmitting. XML’s expansiveness imposes memory, storage,

and CPU costs which are present even when the content is compressed in a database.
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Moreover XML’s complexity imposes costs which out weigh the benefits. The article

argues that the in-line tagging in XML is redundant as it does not fully convey the data

types of the data. Separating the structure of the data separately from the data is a

more efficient way to represent the data. These disadvantages make XML slow in

databases [25] and prevents its use in big data.

SQL/XML standard are processors for XML designed to use XML in conjunction

with SQL. The specification defines functions for working with XML, including element

construction, mapping data from relational tables, combining XML fragments, and

embedding XQuery expressions in SQL statements and support relational processing.

The article [9] explains the issues in handling the XML data in databases. The SQL/XML

vendor solutions are proprietary and incompatible with each other resulting in all

vendors sharing the lowest common denominator approach and flattening the XML

hierarchy data into relational tables. This method can introduce data loss and inaccuracy

in XML results. The current SQL/XML standard does not use the full hierarchical

processing supported by SQL. There is no W3 or ANSI standard or even a best

practices document on how to specify correct hierarchical processing. XQuery and

the SQL/XML standard rely on the user to specify the hierarchical processing logic to get

a valid meaningful result. Hierarchical structures and their processing have very precise

principles which need to be followed for XML results to be correct. XML processing is

done in a linear processing fashion.

In order to improve on the performance and storage characteristics of XML, Google

developed Protocol Buffer which is an extensible way of serializing structured data for

use in communication protocols and data storage purposes [17]. Protocol Buffer allow

the definition of the structure of the data using a .proto file which is close to standard

programming languages like C++ or Java. After the structure of the data is specified, the

Protocol Buffer generate simple accessors for each field as well as methods to serialize

and parse the whole structure to and from raw byte representation. This mechanism
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claims to be around ten times smaller and around a hundred times faster than XML [17].

This method of representation of complex data is much closer to the TSS framework

because the package provides a semantic method for accessing and manipulating the

data using a semantic method.

The protocol buffers have to perform expensive explicit serialization and de-serialization

before the data can be read. The TSS framework on the other hand can directly read

the data from the byte representation without any need for de-serialization. Similarly, the

TSS can write the data to the storage medium without any need for explicit serialization.

One of the drawbacks of protocol buffers is that they do not have a concept of reference

objects as provided by the TSS framework. The reference object allows the creation

of flexible indexes on the data. Moreover Protocol Buffer creates separate functions

for accessing the internal data items. Protocol buffers make a separate treatment for

lists and a special data type has to be used for accessing them. This is opposed to

the strategy followed by the TSS framework which creates a path to the component

in question and then manipulates them in a uniform manner through a small set of

functions which may be used on all sub components as well. There is no difference in

accessing and manipulating lists or single components in TSS framework. This makes

the access and manipulation of the data much simpler and intuitive. Additionally, the

TSS decouples the storage mechanism for an object and makes the implementation

completely agnostic to how the storage of the complex object is done. The consequence

is only a single implementation is required irrespective of how the data is stored or

where it is accessed from. The Protocol Buffers service abstraction has been criticized

for being very leaky. It doesnt provide any exceptions or any ways of dealing with failure

except a human-readable string [45].
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN AND FORMAL DEFINITION OF AN ABSTRACT MODEL OF SPATIAL

NETWORKS

This section provides the complete abstract level data model for spatial networks.

It starts off with an intuitive description of spatial networks, its characteristics and its

properties (Section 3.1). The operations on spatial networks are described intuitively

and then mathematically defined in Section 3.2. Predicates on spatial networks are

presented in Section 3.3.

3.1 The Spatial Network Model

In this section we introduce our model of spatial networks. We begin by providing

an intuitive description of spatial networks in Section 3.1.1. In Section 3.1.2 we give the

precise mathematical definitions of spatial network components and the spatial network

itself.

3.1.1 What are Spatial Networks?

Spatial networks are a ubiquitous spatial concept. We use transportation networks

like road networks for cars, buses, and taxis or railway networks for trains and metro

every day. Water pipelines and power networks supply our houses with valuable

resources. If we abstract from these particular kinds of networks, we can say that the

primary purpose of spatial networks is to provide a spatially constrained and rather static

environment for materials (in the broadest sense) to dynamically move or flow through

them. From a modeling perspective, a spatial network can be seen as a spatially

embedded and labeled graph. A labeled object means that a spatial network has

geometric and thematic aspects. A spatially embedded graph is a graph whose vertices

are mapped to points in space and whose edges are mapped to arcs which have end

points that are images of two vertices [14]. Geometric aspects of a network comprise

junctions, channels, boundary points, and crossover points that are embedded in space

and characterized by precise locations. Thematic aspects specify the semantics (like

names, functions, or properties) of geometric components and are attached to them
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in terms of annotations or labels. Figure 3-1A shows a map depicting a network of

roads. Figure 3-1B is our simplified representation of the same road network. Some

important roads from Figure 3-1A have been abstracted as curves which form the edges

of the graph. There are various points of interest on the network which are analogous

to nodes in a graph. We term these points as interaction points; they have been marked

by filled and unfilled circles and rectangles in Figure 3-1B. Interaction points include

junction points, crossover points, and boundary points. Junction points are network

components which mark locations where two (or more) roads intersect. The point j1

in Figure 3-1B is a junction point because at this point the roads W Newberry Road

(shown as l1 in Figure 3-1B) and SW 75th street (shown as l6 in Figure 3-1B) intersect.

Cars can switch from one road to another only at junction points. Junction points are

marked with filled circles in Figure 3-1B. This is in contrast to crossover points where

two roads interact but one road forms a bridge over the other. For example, points c1,

c2, and c3 in Figure 3-1B are crossover points because at these points, the Interstate

75 (shown as l5 in Figure 3-1B) forms a bridge over W Newberry Road, SW 20 Avenue,

and SW Archer Road (represented as l1, l3 and l4 respectively in Figure 3-1B). Cars

cannot switch directly from one road to another at crossover points as the interacting

roads are separated by a vertical gap. Crossover points are depicted as filled rectangles

in Figure 3-1B. While other models ignore crossover points, our model considers them

since operations like the shortest path operation lead to wrong results if crossover points

are ignored and treated as intersection points. Junction points and crossover points are

not mutually exclusive; both may exist at the same point. As an example, three roads

may interact at the same point, but only two of them actually intersect forming a junction,

while the third one may form a bridge over it. points are another kind of interaction

points whose node degree is equal to one. The points b1, ... , b11 in Figure 3-1B are

boundary points as they form the limiting points (extremities) of the network; they are

drawn as unfilled circles in Figure 3-1B.
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A B

Figure 3-1. An example of a spatial network (B) extracted from a map (A)

The junction points and boundary points in a spatial network are connected to

each other by what we term as channels; they are the passages through which material

is transported. A finite sequence of consecutively connected edges in a spatially

embedded graph forms a single channel. In Figure 3-1A, the roads represent the

channels. The pipes in a pipeline network and the tracks in a railway network are

examples of channels. A channel has exactly two end points. An end point of a channel

may be a junction point and thus link at least two different channels, or it forms an

extremity of the network and is thus a boundary point. As an example, one of the end

points of channel l3 connects to channel l7 at the junction point j6. On the other hand,

if an end point does not link at least two different channels, it represents an extremity

of a network and is hence a boundary point. All the points marked by hollow circles in

Figure 3-1B are boundary points of the network.

There are points in the network where materials flowing in the network are allowed

to get in and out of it. We call them access point. A railway station is an example of

an access point as it allows people to get in and out of the railway network; ’exits’ in

a highway network system are also examples of access points as vehicles can enter

and leave the network at these points only. When two networks appear side by side
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it may happen (by accident or by design) that the access points of both the network

appear at the same point in the plane. For example, a bus station (which is an access

point for the bus network) may be co-located with a railway station (access point for the

railway network). This situation allows material to flow from one network to another as

people may get off at the bus station and then go into the railway network. Whenever

access points from two or more network are co-located, we call the situation a transfer

point. Transfer points come to play when calculating the shortest path between two

points in the same or different network. When calculating the shortest path between

two networks, it might multi-hopped which parts of the route passing over a different

network. This can only happen if the two networks are situated side by side and have a

transfer point between them.

Channels in a spatial network are not only specified by the geometries of their

edges alone. In addition, they are defined by names attached to their geometries.

For example, highway I75 cannot be identified in a network by its geometry alone. To

identify it, we have to locate and gather all the points in the Euclidean plane which

have the name “I75”. In our spatial network model, we assign thematic attribute values

to all points of a channel. These attribute values can be used to identify network

components like channels and interaction points. We call these values labels, and each

point in the Euclidean plane is mapped to a set of labels. Any label is a tuple of the

form (id attr , access pt, passable, theme attr). The id attr part of a label is the channel

identifier and uniquely represents a particular channel in a network. This can be a

channel name (for example, I75) or a channel number (for example, pipe no. 6).

All points in the Euclidean plane having the same channel identifier (id attr part) in

their labels are part of the same channel. The id attr part is always at the first position

of a label. The level of detail of the spatial network represented can be controlled by

the user using the id attr attribute. Ordinarily only a single channel would represent

a particular road, but if the intention is to model and represent the lanes in the road,
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then each lane has to be represented by a channel. The access pt is a boolean field

and a value of true for this field indicates that the particular point is an access point

otherwise it is a false. Sometimes part of a network may be blocked. For example,

due to maintenance reasons a particular road can be blocked, or parts of a lane

may be made unavailable for use by traffic. These parts are impassable and can be

appropriately handled using the attribute called passable. This is a boolean variable

and a false value indicates that the part of the channel is not available for use. This has

immense implication while computing shortest paths and other operations.

The theme attr part of a label models the thematic attributes of a point in the space.

A theme attr value may have a simple type such as integer or string, or it may have a

complex type whose values represent combinations of n values, for example. Examples

of thematic attributes range from speed limits of a road to the capacity of an oil pipe.

Hence, we can model, for example, that the same road has different speed limits in

different sections of this road. We call a type that contains labels of the same kind as

label type. We assume that each label type A contains an element ⊥A that represents

the undefined value value. It is called the exterior label, and the outside area of a

network is labeled by it. For the Cartesian product of two label types A and B we let

⊥A×B = (⊥A,⊥B), and for the union of A and B we equate ⊥A, ⊥B , and ⊥A∪B (that is, we

take the coalesced sum). If no ambiguities can arise, we sometimes omit the type index

and simply use ⊥. In all network visualization tools, coloring and markings differentiate

channels. This is similar to our assignment of labels to points in a spatial network.

3.1.2 Definition of Spatial Networks

A spatial network is a three dimensional spatially embedded and labelled graph. It is

important to model a spatial network as a three dimensional entity otherwise important

components of a network like crossover points are difficult to model. A two dimensional

model of a spatial network [26, 27] completely loses the height information which

makes it impossible to define a number of operations on it. For example, a network
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union operation merges two or more networks and creates a single resulting network.

The parts where channels from either network intersect gives rise to a junction in the

resulting network. Since a two dimensional data model do not store the heights of the

channels, we cannot accurately state whether the interacting channels from different

networks were at the same height so it cannot be conclusively proved whether they

form a junction point or a crossover at the point in question. The spatial network data

model described in this paper creates a three dimensional model. All the points in a

three dimensional space are lexicographically ordered. Assuming points p1, p2 ∈ R3,

we say, p1 < p2 means that point p1 is lexicographically smaller than the point p2. We

assume that each point in the three dimensional Euclidean space is associated with

a semantically relevant thematic label. Different points can carry the same label so it

is a many-to-one mapping between spatial points and labels and is termed as spatial

mapping. A correct assignment of labels to points in the Euclidean space helps identify

channels and junctions. Since the spatial network is a three dimensional structure, the

crossover points are implicit in the structure and there is no need to explicitly model it

using labels.

Junction points express the connectivity of the network. This means, for example,

that a car standing at a junction of a road is able to go to any of the roads connected to

that particular junction. Junction points are formed by the intersection of two or more

channels at a point in the plane; thus, these points are labeled by the combination of the

labels of the intersecting channels. In order to maintain the connectivity information, a

set of channel labels for a point indicates a junction formed by the channels belonging

to the labels in the set. In a spatial mapping of type A where A = {l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7}

suppose a junction point j1 is formed by the intersection of the channels l1 and l6. We

represent it by the set {l1, l6}. Since both channels l1 and l6 are present at the point j1,

we collect their labels associated with this junction point. If such a set contains only
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one label, the corresponding point belongs only to a single channel without a junction

involved. Hence, it is an interior, non-shared point or a boundary point of a channel.

A crossover situations means that two or more channels interact but they do not

geometrically join. Though crossovers are important since operations like the shortest

path lead to wrong results if crossover points are interpreted as junction points. In the

three dimensional model of spatial network, we inherently store the height of each

network point so a crossovers does not need special modeling. Any two points in a

spatial network (from the same channel or different channels) which lie in the same

vertical line forms a crossover situation. Mathematically it can be said that the two points

forming the crossover situation have identical x co-ordinate and y co-ordinate values

but differ in the value of the z co-ordinate. Note, we cannot call it an crossover point as

there is no single point where the crossover happens. These are two separate points,

unlike a junction point where two channels actually intersect.

In summary, we see that a point of a channel that is neither a junction point nor a

crossover point can be modeled as an element of a label set A; an example is lA,3. The

modeling of a junction requires a set of labels indicating the participating channels, that

is, an element of 2A, for example, {lA,1, lA,2}. A crossover situation do not demand any

special handling, neither does the presence of two junction points at the same vertical

line as these are two separate points in space. In order to obtain a unique spatial

mapping of all the points of the Euclidean plane, we take the most general case and

make the spatial mapping a function from R3 to 2A.

The definition of a spatial mapping is as follows: Let A be a label type. A spatial

mapping of type A is a total mapping ν : R3 → 2A. The set of all spatial mappings of type

A is denoted by [A], that is, [A] = R3 → 2A. When applied to a set X , the function ν is

iteratively applied to all the elements of X , that is, ν(X ) = {ν(p)|p ∈ X}. The concept

of spatial mappings is too general for spatial networks. In other words, not every spatial

mapping represents a spatial network. We have to impose certain restrictions on spatial
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mappings as described in the following. The idea is to infer and distinguish channels,

junctions, and crossovers from the label information. Points which have a label other

than {⊥} belong to a channel. A crossover points are detected at points of the network

which share the same x and y coordinates but have different z coordinates. To identify

junction points, we look into each set of labels. If any one of the sets has more than one

channel label, it means that the channels which belong to those labels form a junction.

We now provide the definition for identifying channels and junction points in a

spatial mapping. Let ν be a spatial mapping of type A. Then

(i) L(ν) = {p | p ∈ R3 ∧ ν(p) 6= {⊥}} (channels)

(ii) J(ν) = {p | p ∈ R3 ∧ |ν(p)| > 1)} (junctions)
L(ν) contains all the points in the Euclidean space which are part of a channel.

Individual channels can be identified by the label information, as the channel identifier

given by the id attr part of the label uniquely identifies a channel. All the points of the

same channel have the same channel identifier in their label. Thus, each channel may

be distinguished by grouping the points in L(ν) by the id attr part of the label. This

necessitates a look into the labels and an extraction of parts from them. We can assume

that an element of the label type A is a sequence of label attribute values and that each

such value is of a (possibly different) set Ai . That is, A = ×k
i=1
Ai = A1 × ... × Ak . The

domain of an Ai is denoted as Υ(Ai) and it is assumed that Υ(Ai) is always atomic, that

is, it is not composed of a combination of domains. Let I = {1, ... , k}, S = {j1, ... , jn},

and S ⊆ I . To extract selected attribute values from a label, we define a projection

operator Π as follows:

ΠS :×i∈I Ai →×j∈S Aj

with ΠS(a1, ... , ak) = (aj1, ... , ajn).

Next we define a function called Id Attr to extract all the id attr label parts (channel

identifiers) actually present in a spatial mapping. It takes as argument a spatial mapping

ν of type A and computes the set of all id attr values by using the projection operator
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Π. As the id attr attribute is assumed to be always the first attribute a1 in a label, we

use Π{1} to extract its value. Consequently, A1 is the label type of the id attr attribute.

Further, we generalize function applications from elements to sets of elements. Let

f : X → Y be a function, and let B ⊆ X . Then we allow to use the notation f (B) which is

given as f (B) = {f (x) | x ∈ B}. This is here applied to a spatial mapping ν. The function

Id Attr is now defined for ν ∈ [A] as:

Id Attr(ν) = {Π{1}(l) | s ∈ ν(L(ν)), l ∈ s}

Each channel has a unique id attr value; thus, all points which belong to the same

channel have the same id attr value in their labels. The two functions Channel and

Channels identify all channels in a spatial mapping. The function Channel gets an id attr

value as input and determines all points in the Euclidean plane that have this value in

their labels and thus form a particular channel. The function Channels gets a spatial

mapping as input and collects all channels by iterating over all of its id attr values Points

representing junction points or crossover points are part of interacting channels; hence,

they appear in more than one channel.

Let ν be a spatial mapping of type A, and let l ∈ Id Attr(ν). Then

(i) Channel(ν, l) = {p | p ∈ L(ν) ∧ ∃ s ∈ ν(p)s : Π{1}(s) = l}

(ii) Channels(ν) =
⋃

l∈Id Attr(ν)

Channel(ν, l)

For the definition of a spatial network, we have to consider its underlying line-shaped

geometric structures in three dimensional space. This requires the concept of a

curves [38]. Curves are single-component, non-intersecting 3D lines. The set curves of

all single-component, non-intersecting 3D lines in the Euclidean space is defined as:

curve = {L ⊂ R3 |

(i) ∃ f : [0, 1]→ R3 : L = f ([0, 1])

(ii) f is a continuous mapping

(iii) |f ([0, 1])| > 1

(iv) ∀ a, b ∈ (0, 1), a 6= b : f (a) 6= f (b)}
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Conditions (i) and (ii) require the existence of a continuous function that generates

the simple 3D line. Condition (iii) avoids the anomaly that all elements of the unit interval

are mapped to the same point. Condition (iv) states that a curve is not allowed to be

self-intersecting but they may be self-touching (end points may intersect). Based on

the definition of curves we define ordered curves which are curves with the additional

constraint that the curve has distinct starting and ending points and the starting point is

lexicographically smaller than the ending point. The definition of ordered curve is given

as:

ordered curve = {L ⊂ curve |

(i) ∃ f : [0, 1]→ R3 : L = f ([0, 1])

(ii) f (0) < f (1)}
We are now able to define a spatial network of type A as a special spatial mapping

of type A. A spatial network of type A is a spatial mapping ν of type A such that

(i) ∀L ∈ Channels(ν) : L ∈ ordered curve

(ii) ∀ p ∈ J(ν) : p ∈ L(ν)
Each channel being an ordered curve has a unique representation. The starting

point is always the end which is lexicographically smaller. The curve represents the

midline of the actual road. We do not specify constraining topological relationships

between different channels of a spatial network. This means that different channels

may meet, partially overlap, or one channel may be contained in another channel. For

example, in a road network, many roads carry several names. This is, for instance, the

case for U.S. Route 441 which is a spur route of U.S. Route 41.

A channel L with a describing function fL : [0, 1]→ R3 has two end poiNnts fL(0) and

fL(1).

The boundary points of a spatial network ν are those end points of the channels

that are not shared by other channels. Let Channels(ν) = {L1, ... ,Ln} that are described

by functions fL1, ... , fLn . Let E(ν) =
⋃n
i=1{fLi (0), fLi (1)} be the set of end points of all
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channels of ν. The set S(ν) ⊂ E(ν) of those points that are shared by more than one

channel is given as

S(ν) = {p ∈ E(ν) |

card({fLi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ fLi (0) = p})+

card({fLi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ fLi (1) = p}) 6= 1}
Then the boundary points β(ν) are given as β(ν) = E(ν)− S(ν).

Modeling lanes of roads. The channel concept is dynamic and allows the user to

decide the level of granularity of representation of a spatial network. This is known as

map generalization and it may be defined as the selection and simplified representation

of detail appropriate to the scale and/or purpose of a map. In the spatial network

shown in Figure 3-2A, the interstate is represented by a channel. Similarly, each road is

represented by a channel. This granularity is not detailed enough to represent lanes. For

a lane level granularity, individual lanes have to be modeled as channels. Figure 3-2B

shows the boxed part of Figure 3-2A but with greater level of details. We can see

that “I75” is represented by six channels - one for each lane. The local roads are also

modeled in the level of the lanes. The id attr of the channels are appropriately named

that that they are distinguishable. The exits in Figure 3-2B also modeled in a greater

level of detail. In this case, the exits are separate channels (le1, le2,le3, and le4) with one

end forming a junction with the slow lane of the interstate and the other end forms a

junction with the local roads (shown as filled circles), thus connecting the interstate with

the local roads.

Intersecting Channels and Closed Loops. Our model explicitly disallows self

intersecting channels. Which means, we cannot have roads which intersect with itself.

Examples of some self-intersecting channel are given in the Figure 3-3. This has been

done to maintain consistency with the idea of junctions where two different channels

intersect. If the same channel would be allowed to intersect at a point, then this would

lead to a junction point which has been created by the intersection of the same channel.
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Figure 3-2. An example of a spatial network (A) and the same network with lane level
granularity (B)

In the case of Figure3-3A, the point j1 forms a junction by the intersection of the same

channel l1. So this point has to be labelled as {l1, l1} which reduces too {l1}. So, there

is not way of distinguishing this from any other non-junction point in the channel l1.

Semantically, if someone is standing at point j1 and he wants to proceed towards

channel l1, there is no way of tell which of the four curves he should proceed too. This

would lead to issues in way-finding or route navigation systems.
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j
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e1

e2

l1

C

Figure 3-3. Example of disallowed self intersecting channels (A), (B) and a loop (C)

Closed loops are observed frequently in road networks and our model can handle

them in spite of the restriction discussed earlier. In a closed loop channel, the end

points intersect but it does not create a junction point since a junction point to form, two

different channels have to intersect. In the closed loop channel shown in Figure 3-3C,
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the end points of the channel l1 are e1 and e2. The point e1 intersects with the point

e2, and they are labelled as {l1, l1} which is equivalent to {l1} thus becoming a regular

non-junction channel point.

3.1.3 Representing Spatial Networks Using a Query Language

The main idea behind the spatial networks model is to incorporate it inside the

database. Once the data model is incorporated in the database, a query language is

required to effectively access and manage the spatial network data. In this section, we

discuss a new query language called the Spatial Network Query Language. We assume

the existence of a database which is capable of natively storing a spatial network as

an object of the snet data type. We treat a snet object as an abstract data type object

implying that we make no assumptions about how it is implemented, in order to explain

the SNQL, we lay down some constraints on how the thematic information of a spatial

network is stored. The thematic information of any channel in a network is contained in a

label associated with the channel.

The CREATE LABEL TYPE statement is used to create label types in the following

manner:

CREATE LABEL TYPE L(a1 b1, a2 b2, ... , an bn)

where all ai is a network label attribute and bi ∈ D, the set of all basic SQL data

types. This statement creates a new net label type L. As an example, the label type

for the road network containing the speed limits and the number of lanes may be

created as follows: CREATE LABEL TYPE roadLabel(id attr:string, speed limit:real,

lanecount:integer). This statement creates a new net label type called ‘roadLabel’

containing three network label attributes: the id attr of type String, speedlimit of type

Real, and laneCount of type Integer.

In order to create spatial networks of the newly created type roadLabel the CREATE

SNET 〈NetworkName〉 (<net label type>) statement is used. The statement is written

in the following manner : CREATE SNET road(roadLabel). This statement creates an
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empty network called ‘road’ which is of type ‘roadLabel’. The ‘road’ network has to

be populated with channels and the corresponding label information using the ADD

statement. The ADD statement is used to add channels to an already created snet

object.

Before we discuss the ADD statement, we need the concept of channel chunks.

Each channel in a network is conceptually subdivided into elementary parts called

channel-chunks. Channel-chunks are contiguous parts of channels where all the points

of the channel have identical values for all the thematic attributes. It may be viewed as

collecting contiguous points of a channel for which the thematic data are exactly the

same. For example, consider a street represented as a channel C1. That is labeled with

two attributes speed limit and laneCount. Figure 3-4 shows how the values of these

attributes change over the channel. Thus this channel consist of 4 channel-chunks :

s1(speed limit = 40, laneCount = 2), s2(speed limit = 50, laneCount = 2)

s3(speed limit = 50, laneCount = 3) and s4(speed limit = 40, laneCount = 3)

40 50 40

2 3

Channel C1:

Speed_limit:

no_of_lanes:

s1 s2 s3 s4

Channel-

chunks:

A

Figure 3-4. A section of a channel in a spatial network

All these channel chunks have to be inserted into an empty snet object individually

using the ADD statement. Let us assume that there are two roads in a road network

called ‘13th Street’ and ‘University Avenue’. Depending on the speed limit, “13th Street”

consists of two channel chunks whose geometry is represented by the two spatial line

objects l1 and l2 having speed limits 35 mph and 45 mph respectively. Similarly, on
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“University Ave” the speed limits vary from 35 mph and 45 mph at various portions.

These portions are channel chunks and are represented by the two spatial line objects l3

and l4. Both these streets have a lane count of 4. The ADD statement takes a network in

which to add the channel chunk, and a label consisting of the label values. In this case

the label attribute is a tuple (id attr, speed limit, lane count). We use the ADD statements

to add these roads in the network in the following manner:

ADD(road, l1, (‘13th Street’, 35, 4))

ADD(road, l2, (‘13th Street’, 45, 4))

ADD(road, l3, (‘University Ave’, 35, 4))

ADD(road, l4, (‘University Ave’, 45, 4))
There can be one or more ADD statements with the same channel name (id attr)

indicating that all the channel chunks are from the same channel. A channel as defined

by the abstract model is a continuous linear feature without any breaks or branches.

In order to maintain consistency with the abstract definition of channels, the geometry

of the channel chunks of the same channel has to be a continuous sequence. This is

known as the geometric integrity constraint which states that channels are continuous

and cannot have branches. This is ensured by the SNQL’s geometric integrity check

which ensures that channels are consistent and prevents the user from entering

inconsistent data. Whenever a new channel chunk is added using the ADD statement,

the SNQL internally checks to see whether chunks of the same id attr have already

been added. If there exists channel chunks with the same id attr, then the geometric

integrity check is performed. The check involves the following : first, the geometry of the

newly added chunk should meet with the geometry of some other chunk with the same

id attr. Meet is a topological predicate which asserts that only the boundary points or the

ends of the spatial lines intersect. Second, more than two channel chunks of the same

id attr should not meet at the same point to prevent branches in a channel. If any one
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of the integrity check fails, the geometric integrity constraint does not hold and the ADD

statement results in a failure.

In order to demonstrate some query examples, we consider a table RoadNet-

works(RoadType:string, roadNet :snet, AdministeredBy :String) consisting of the following

records,

(“Interstate”, interstate hwy, ‘Federal’)

(“Country Roads’, cr road, ‘State’)

(“Limited Access Highway”, laHwys, ‘Federal’)

(“Single Carriage Way”, sig way, ‘State’)

(“Winter Roads’, win roads, ‘State’)
After a spatial network object has been populated, we may insert it in a database

table using the regular SQL INSERT statement. Assuming a spatial network called

‘interstate hwy’ already created, we can insert it into the RoadNetworks table in the

following manner: INSERT INTO RoadNetworks VALUES(‘Interstate’, interstate hwy,

‘Federal’). Similarly, all the other records have to be inserted in the table.

3.2 Operations on Spatial Networks

A number of interesting operations has been designed on spatial network. These

operations assist in posing queries on spatial networks. We provide the semantics and

formal definition of these operations. The formal definition can be used as specification

for the design of algorithms to implement the operations. The operations are broadly

classified into intra-network operations and inter-network operations. The intra-network

operations are operations which work on a single network, that is, this class of operation

takes a single network as argument. The inter-network operations on the other hand

takes two or more networks as arguments. Both these classes of operations have been

further divided into Basic operations, which are fundamental operations and are used

for the definition of the main operations on spatial networks, Auxilliary operations, which

are made up of basic operations and help define other operations, Retrieval operations,
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which return parts of spatial network depending on one or more criteria, Network

structure operations, which are concerned with the geometrical structure of the network,

Metric operations, which return numeric results only, and finally, Network set operations,

are set operations like intersection, union and difference in the context of a spatial

network. This classification has been shown in details in Table 3-1 below. The columns

are for intra-network and inter-network operations. The rows are for different classes of

operations. An empty cell indicates that there are no operation for that category. This

does not mean that there may not be any possible future operations for it.

Section 3.2.1 lays down some notations used throughout this section. The intra

network operations are described in Section 3.2.2. The inter network operations are

provided in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Notations

We begin this section by describing a set of notations used throughout this

section. These include the sub-network notation and the dot notation to access specific

co-ordinate values.

Sub-network.

Intuitively, any sub-network of a network is called the subset of the bigger network

and indicates a containment relation. The subset relation is denoted by the symbol ⊂

and if the spatial network ν’ is a subset of network ν, then we write ν’ ⊂ ν. All the points

of the sub-network ν’ should belong to the points of the original network ν, also the

junctions of the sub-network should be the junctions in the original network. The labels

at all the points in the sub network should be the subset of the labels from the original

network. A network ν is the subset of itself. Considering two spatial networks ν : [A] and

ν’, and assuming L(ν) gives all the channel points of the network ν and J(ν) gives all the

junction points from the network ν, we formally define the subset relation as:
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Subset(ν, ν’) = (i) ν’ ∈ [A] is a spatial network ∧

(ii) L(ν’) ⊆ L(ν) ∧

(iii) J(ν’) ⊆ J(ν) ∧

(iv) ∀ p ∈ ν’ : ν’(p) ⊆ ν(p)

The super network relationship is the corollary of the sub-network relationship and

if ν’ ⊂ ν, it means that ν is the super-network of ν’. The super network relationship is

indicated by the symbol ⊃ and we say ν’ ⊃ ν.

Co-ordinates within a point. A 3D point is made up of three co-ordinates (x , y , z).

In order to access any one of the co-ordinate values, we use the dot notation with the

co-ordinates. For example, let p ∈ point3d. The x co-ordinate value of the point p is

accessed by p.x , similarly the y co-ordinate is accessed by p.y , and the z co-ordinate is

accessed by p.z .

3.2.2 Intra-Network Operations

The Intra-Network operations are operations which work on a single network.

The intra-network operations have been classified into basic operations, auxillary

operations, network retrival operations, operations based on network structure, and

metric operations.

Basic Operations

These operations are fundamental operation, that is, they do not need the

support of other operations for their definition. These operations are useful on their

own additionally, they are used to create new operations on spatial networks. Basic

operations include Length, Routes, Flatten operations etc.

Length. The function Length is an important (overloaded) operator which calculates

the length of a channel. It yields a real value as a result. The Length operator has the

signature [A1] → R. In its simplest form, this operator takes a channel as an input

parameter. A function describing a channel must be integrable and bounded. This is

always the case as the definition of channels requires that its describing function is
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continuous and bounded to the interval [0,1]. To calculate the length, we divide the

entire channel into infinitesimally small chord approximations and integrate them. Let

us consider a channel L ∈ Channels(ν) with a describing function fL and the point set

fL([0, 1]). The Length operator is defined as

Length(L) =

∫ fL(1)

fL(0)

√
1 + (∂fL(x)/∂x)2∂x

This method may also be used to calculate the length between any two points in

the same channel. Here we integrate from the first point in the channel to the second

point in the channel. Consider again a channel L as described above, and the two points

p = fL(a) and q = fL(b) with a, b ∈ [0, 1]. We define a modified Length operator with the

signature Length : A1 × [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ R as

Length(L, a, b) =

∫ fL(b)

fL(a)

√
1 + (∂fL(x)/∂x)2∂x

Another variation of the Length operator is an extension of the first version with the

same signature Length : [A]→ R. But in this case, this operator takes a complete spatial

network ν ∈ [A] as argument and sums up the lengths of all the channels in the spatial

network. It is defined as

Length(ν) =
∑

L∈Channels(ν)

Length(L)

Routes. A route is a course (way, path, connection) one can take in order to reach

a second location from a first location. Given a spatial network, a route connects two

points of the network through an alternating sequence of channels and junctions of the

same network. A route between the two cities Atlanta and Gainesville is an example.

Finding routes is an important feature of spatial network applications as the locations of

moving objects in a network are stored with respect to a particular route. There can be

possibly a large number of routes between two points in a network. We consider routes

to be spatial networks with certain constraints. As a route connects two points p and q,

the route starts at p and ends at q; that is, p and q are the boundary points of the spatial

network which represents a route. To prevent any discontinuity in the route, it can only

have exactly two boundary points. Additionally, all the points in the new network should
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be passable. This is checked by the isPassable predicate which returns true if the point

in question has the isPassable label marked as true, indicating that the point can be

used to move through it. Assuming a spatial network ν : [A] and a point in the network

p ∈ ν, the isPassable predicate is defined as:

isPassable :[A]× R3 → B

isPassable(ν, p) = Π3(ν(p))

This operation simple projects the value of the isPassable label using the projection

operator Π.

A B C

Figure 3-5. The routes returned by executing Routes(ν, j2 , j6) on the spatial network
shown in Figure 3-1B

In our model, we define an operator called Routes which takes two points inside

a spatial network and creates the set of all possible connections between them. Note

that this is a conceptual consideration and not an algorithmic implementation strategy.

The signature of the Routes operator is Routes : [A] × R3 × R3 → 2[A]. This operator

returns the set of all spatial subnetworks representing routes between two selected

points over a given spatial network. All points of each returned spatial network, that is,

route, are a subset of the points of the original network. Figure 3-5 shows the resulting

routes when the operation Routes(ν, j2 , j6) is performed on the network depicted in

Figure 3-1B to calculate the paths from j2 to j6. Given a spatial network ν ∈ [A] and two

points p, q ∈ L(ν), we define the Routes operator as
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Routes(ν, p, q) = {ν’ | (i) ν’ ∈ [A] is a spatial network

(ii) L(ν’) ⊆ L(ν)

(iii) ∀ l ∈ ν’(J(ν’)) : |l | = 2

(iv) p, q ∈ β(ν’)

(v) |β(ν’)| = 2

(vi) ∀l ∈ ν’ : isPassable(l)}
Condition (i) states that every route is a spatial network. Condition (ii) ensures

that every route ν’ is a subnetwork of ν. Condition (iii) requires that each junction of a

route must have a degree of exactly two. Condition (iv) states that p and q are boundary

points of the route ν’. Condition (v) ensures that p and q are the only boundary points of

ν’. Also, all the points in the route have to be passable (Condition (vi)).

Flatten operation of a point. Even though a spatial network is a three dimensional

structure, sometimes it is necessary to consider the flattened structure of the network.

Flattening a 3D point means to convert it into a 2D representation by ignoring the z

co-ordinate of the point. Flattening a network means only the x and y co-ordinates

of the structure is maintained while the z co ordinates of each point is ignored. This

is useful for example when finding the part of a road network within a city. The city is

represented as a 2D region and then the intersection of the network is done with the

region (Window operation in Section 3.2.2). The Flatten operation does exactly this

and returns a 2D point from a 3D point by ignoring the z coordinate. The signature

of the Flatten operation is :Flatten : point3D → point2D. In order to formally define

the Flatten operation we introduce a notation for 3D points. Consider a 3D point p, the

formal definition of the operation is given by,

Flatten(p) = {p’ ∈ point2D | p’.x = p.x ∧ p’.y = p.y}

Further, we generalize function applications from elements to sets of elements. Let

f : X → Y be a function, and let B ⊆ X . Then we allow to use the notation f (B) which is

given as f (B) = {f (x) | x ∈ B}. This is here applied to a spatial mapping ν.
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Flatten(ν) = {Flatten(p) | p ∈ L(ν)}

Get geometry. The getGeometry operator extracts selected parts of the geometry

of a spatial network by suppressing its thematic information and its connectivity

information. It returns these geometric parts in the form of a spatial line object

represented by the spatial data type line3D [38]. The getGeometry operator is

overloaded and able to take a single channel or an entire network as an argument.

The geometry of a channel is a simple (that is, continuous and non-self-intersecting)

line while the geometry of a network is an example of a complex line with possibly

multiple components. The signature of the first version of the getGeometry operator

is getGeometry : [A] × A1 → line3D in which A1 is the first component type of the

label type A and represents the type of the id attr attribute. The signature of the second

version is getGeometry : [A] → line3D. Figure 3-6B shows the result of running the

operation getGeometry(ν, l5) on the road network ν ∈ [A] shown in Figure 3-6A. The

result is a single line depicting the geometry of the highway named l5. All junctions and

crossover points are removed from it, leaving only its geometry. Similarly, if the operation

getGeometry(ν) is applied to the same network, the result is a complex line without any

label information and any junction or crossover information as shown in Figure 3-6C.

After obtaining the geometry of a spatial network or part of a spatial network as a line, it

can be used to perform intersection operations as shown in Section 3.2.2.

Assuming a spatial network ν and a channel identifier l ∈ A1, we have the following

definition for the two versions of getGeometry.

getGeometry(ν, l) = Channel(l)

getGeometry(ν) = {p ∈ R3 | ν(p) 6= {⊥}}
The first version uses the Channel operator described in Section 3.1.2 to return

all the points belonging to the channel (identifier) l . The second definition collects all

the points in the plane which do not have an exterior (⊥) label. These points form the

geometry of the network as all points of the network have a non-exterior label.
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A B C

Figure 3-6. The result of executing getGeometry(ν, l5) (B) and getGeometry(ν) (C) on
the spatial network ν shown in (A)

Junction points. Sometimes, given two channels, it is interesting to know whether

they interact with each other, and if they do interact, we might want to classify the

interaction as a crossover or a junction. The operations JunctionPoints take two channel

identifiers as arguments and return the set of points where they form junctions. This

operator returns an empty point set if there are no such junction points. For example,

the result of executing the operations JunctionPoints(ν, l7, l2) on the network shown in

Figure 3-1B returns the set {j5} which indicates that the point j5 is the point where the

channels with the labels (component id attr) l7 and l2 interact to form a junction. The

signature of this operation is JunctionPoints : [A]× A1 × A1 → point3D.

We assume a spatial network ν : [A] and two channel identifiers l1, l2 ∈ A1 with

l1 6= l2.

JunctionPoints(ν, l1, l2) = {p | (i) p ∈ J(ν)

(ii) ∃ e1, e2 ∈ ν(p) : Π{1}(e1) = l1 ∧ Π{1}(e2) = l2}
This operation returns a set of points (Condition (i)) whose label includes a single

set containing both channel identifiers l1 and l2 (Condition (ii)). This indicates that the

channels with the identifiers l1 and l2 form a junction at that particular point.

This operation is overloaded and also take only a single channel identifier l ∈ A1 as

an argument. In this case, the operations JunctionPoints returns all junction points of the
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channel identified by l . For example, in Figure 3-1B, the expression JunctionPoints(ν, l7)

returns all the points on l7 which represent the locations of junctions with other channels.

The resulting set is {j4, j5, j6, j7}. The signature of both operators is JunctionPoints :

[A] × A1 → point3D. The definition of this version of the operation JunctionPoints is as

follows:

JunctionPoints(ν, l) = {p | (i) p ∈ J(ν)

(ii) ∃ s ∈ ν(p) : Π{1}(s) = l}
Crossover points. Crossover points can be considered as points of interaction

between two channels even though in a three dimensional sense they do not physically

intersect for example a bridge over a road. The operations CrossoverPoints take two

channel identifiers as arguments and return the set of points where the channels form

crossovers or an empty set if there are no such points. On performing CrossoverPoints

(ν, l3, l5) on the network shown in Figure 3-1B returns the set {c5} which indicates that

the point c5 is the point where the channels with id attr l3 and l5 for a crossover. The

signature of this operation is CrossoverPoints : [A]×A1 ×A1 → point2D and its definition

takes the help of another function called the PartOfChannels takes any point on the

network and returns the set of all channel identifiers to which the point belongs.

Assuming a spatial network ν : [A] and two channel identifiers l1, l2 ∈ A1 with l1 6= l2.

CrossoverPoints(ν, l1, l2) = {flatten(p1) | (i) l1 ∈ PartOfChannels(p1) ∧

l2 ∈ PartOfChannels(p2)

(ii) p1.x = p2.x ∧ p1.y = p2.y∧

p1.z 6= p2.z}
This operation first finds a pair of points which are part of channel l1 and l2 respectively

(condition (i)) and then checks to see whether the points have the same x and y

co-ordinates but different z co-ordinate (condition (ii)). Only when these conditions

together are fulfilled, can a crossover exist.

The CrossoverPoints operation is overloaded to return all the crossover points a

particular channel is involved in. This version of the operator takes as argument a single
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channel id attr and returns a set of points of crossover with this channel and any other

channel in the network. The signature of this version is CrossoverPoints : [A] × A1 →

point2D and the definition is as follows :

CrossoverPoints(ν, l1) = {flatten(p1) | (i) l1 ∈ PathOfChannels(p1) ∧

p2 ∈ ν−1(2A)− Channel(l1)

(ii) p1.x = p2.x ∧ p1.y = p2.y ∧ p1.z 6= p2.z}
Condition (i) find pairs of points such that p1 is from the channel l1 and p2 is a point

from the network ν but not a part of channel l1. Condition (ii) ensures that p1 and p2 are

crossover points.

Get all access points. There are points in the network where materials flowing

in the network are allowed to get in and out of it. We call them access point. A

railway station is an example of an access point as it allows people to get in and

out of the railway network; ’exits’ in a highway network system are also examples

of access points as vehicles can enter and leave the network at these points only.

The points in a network which are access points are labelled as such in the network

by the second field of any label called is access pt. The entire label is of the form

(id attr , is access pt, .thematic attr) It is a boolean field and a value of true indicates

that the particular point is an access point otherwise it is a false. An axillary predicate

called isAccessPt identifies an point as an access point or not. This predicate checks

the label of the point and returns a true if it is an access point. The predicate isAccessPt

is defined as follows :

isAccessPt(ν : [A], p) = Π{2}ν(p)

Considering the labels to be of the form A =×k
i=1
Ai = A1 × ...× Ak (Let I = {1, ... , k}),

the operator Π{i} is a projection operator and it returns the Ai value.

Having the isAccessPt predicate helps formally define the GetAccessPts operator

which finds all the access points in a network. Further calculations can be done based

on these access points such as “which access point is the closest?” or “Does any of the
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access point in the bus network is close to the rail network?”. The GetAccessPts returns

a set of points and its signature is GetAccessPts : [A] → R2. Consider a spatial network

ν : [A], the formal definition of GetAccessPts is :

GetAccessPts(ν : [A]) = {p | p ∈ ν−1(2A) ∧ isAccessPt(p)}

This operation returns only those points p in a spatial network which has isAccessPts(p)

is true.

Get closest access point. Often times, a person on the driving on the highway

may need to reach the closest exit to fuel up. This would mean searching for the nearest

access point of the highway. This query can be effectively answered by the operator

ClosestAccessPt which takes a point on the network and returns the closest access

point in that network. The signature of this operation is ClosestAccessPt : [A]× R2 → R2.

Consider a spatial network ν and a network point p, then this operation is defined as,

ClosestAccessPt(ν, p) = {pi | (i) pi ∈ GetAccessPts(ν)

(ii) ∀ pj ∈ GetAccessPts(ν) :

NetworkDistance(ν, p, pi) ≥

NetworkDistance(ν, p, pj)}
The closest access point is found by comparing the NetworkDistance of all the

access points from the original point (condition (ii)) and choosing the least one.

Auxiliary Operations

These set of operations are not intended to be used by itself but are used in the

definition of other operators. Auxiliary operations include PartofChannels, Buffer,

operations to get the graph representation of a network and to extract thematic values

from parts of a network.

Direct connections. In this section, we specify the three auxiliary operations

PartOfChannels, isDirectlyConnected, and DCN on spatial networks. Each operation

deploys the previous operation in this list for its definition. The operation PartOfChannels

takes any point on the network and returns the set of all channel identifiers to which the
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point belongs. For this purpose, it retrieves all channel labels associated with the point

and extracts the channel identifiers from these labels. For a spatial network ν ∈ [A] and

a network point p ∈ L(ν), this operation is defined as

PartOfChannels(ν, p) = {Π{1}(l) | l ∈ ν(p)}

The Boolean predicate isDirectlyConnected returns true if two given points on a

network are connected via a single channel. That is, in order to go from one point to

another point, there is no need to change channels. The predicate has the signature

isDirectlyConnected : [A] × R2 × R2 → B and uses the operator PartOfChannels to

find out if both points in question are parts of a common channel. For a spatial network

ν ∈ [A] and two points p, q ∈ L(ν), this predicate is defined as

isDirectlyConnected(ν, p, q) = (PartOfChannels(ν, p) ∩ PathOfChannels(ν, q) 6= ∅)

The operation DCN applied to a spatial network and a reference junction point

determines the set of junction points which are reachable from the reference junction

point via a single channel, or in other words, that belong to the same channel. It checks

all junction points of the spatial network and collects those for which the predicate

isDirectlyConnected yields true. For a spatial network ν ∈ [A] and a junction point

p ∈ J(ν), DCN is defined as

DCN(ν, p) = {q | q ∈ J(ν) ∧ isDirectlyConnected(ν, p, q)}

Buffer. Buffer is a classic operation on spatial objects which returns the area

bordering the object. Spatial network also has a corresponding operation which

identifies the area around the channels in a network. The Buffer operation may be

used to identify the area around a river which may overflow during the floods. Given

a point and a buffer length, the buffer operation computes the buffer of the point and

returns a region object representing the buffer. The Buffer operation has a signature

Buffer : p × R → r , where p is the set of spatial points and r is the set of spatial regions.

The formal definition of the buffer operation is as follows - assuming a point p and a

buffer length l , we have,
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Buffer(p, l) = {pi | (i) pi is a spatial point

(ii) pi ∈ R2

(iii) dist(p, pi) ≤ l}
This operation works by using the dist function which returns the distance between

the two given argument points.

The Buffer operation is overloaded to take an entire network and return the buffer

for that part of the network. The signature of this version is Buffer : [A] × R → r .

The formal definition uses the primitive version of the Buffer operation to calculate and

combine the individual buffer of all the points in the given channel. Considering a spatial

network ν : [A] and a channel in it called l represented by the function fl , and the buffer

distance as d , the formal definition is given by the following:

Buffer(ν, d) = {Buffer(pi) | pi ∈ ν−1(2A)}

Graph representation of network. A graph is represented as an ordered pair

G = (V ,E) comprising a set V of vertices or nodes together with a set E of edges or

lines, which are 2-element subsets of V (i.e., an edge is related with two vertices, and

the relation is represented as unordered pair of the vertices with respect to the particular

edge). The structure of a spatial network may be viewed as a simple undirected graph

with the nodes of the graph being the junction and the boundary points of the network

and the edges of the graph being the part of channels which links the junctions or the

boundary points to each other. Only those junctions which are directly connected in a

spatial network would have corresponding edges in the graph representation. The graph

structure of a network removes all the semantics in the network and abstracts away

the geometry in it. The graph then can be used in a number of graph operations and

analysis.

The operation GetGraph takes as argument a spatial network and returns a graph

representing the network structure. Since a spatial network is a three dimensional

structure with possible occurrences of crossovers, the graph returned by this function
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Figure 3-7. The result of executing getGraph(ν) on the spatial network ν shown in
Figure 3-1

is a non-planar graph. Figure 3-7 visualizes the output of running getGraph(ν) on the

spatial network ν shown in Figure 3-1. The geometry of the graph is lost and only the

connections are left in the resultant graph. Figure 3-7 shows that the graph has two

disconnected components C1 and C2. The signature of the operation is GetGraph :ν :

[A]→ G and the formal definition of the operation is as follows :

GetGraph(ν) = {g | (i) g is a graph

(ii) g = (V ,E)

(iii) ∀ji ∈ J(ν) ∪ β(ν) : ∃vi ∈ V

(iv) ∀j1, j2 ∈ J(ν) ∪ β(ν) ∧ isDirectlyConnected(ν, j1, j2) :

∃ei ∈ E}
Condition (i) states that the result of this operation is a graph with a set of vertices

V and a set of edges E . For each junction point and boundary point in the network,

there is a corresponding vertex in the set V . (Condition (ii)) and for each pair of directly

connected junction points or boundary points, there is an edge e in the set of edges E in

the resulting graph (Condition (iii)).
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Get attribute values from a network. As described earlier, all the points in a

network are labelled with thematic values and in various operations, it is interesting to

access these attribute values. Each label has a set of attributes and values for those

attributes. The data type of these attributes belongs to the basic SQL data types. In

order to get the value of an attribute at a particular point or channel in the network, the

operator GetAttributeVal is used. This operation accepts a point from the network, an

label attribute name and an expected data type of the return value and returns a set

of values corresponding to the given attribute. It returns a set of attributes because

the specified point at which point the values is sought may be a part of a junction. As

explained earlier, junction points take the label of all the channels intersecting at it.

So the result set returned contains a value for the attribute for each of the channels’

labels. In case the point is not a junction point, then a set containing a single value is

returned. Assuming, D is the set of all basic SQL types. The signature of the operation

is GetAttributeVal : [A] × R2 × Ai → 2D , where Ai is a label attribute. This operation is

overloaded to take a single channel and return the value of a particular label attribute.

This version of the operator can only return the value from the starting point of the

channel as the label attribute can have multiple values for the same attribute all over

the channel. The signature of the operation is GetAttributeVal : [A] × A1 → D. The

formal definition of these operations make use of the projection operator Π described in

Section 3.1.2. Assuming a spatial network ν : [A], a point p in the network ν, and the

label attribute ai ∈ A the formal definition of this operations is given as:

GetAttributeVal(ν, p, ai) = {Πi(l)|∀l ∈ ν(p)}

The notation ν(p) gives the label set at the point p. For each label in the set the

attribute ai is projected out from this label using the projection operator Πi .

Again assuming a spatial network ν : [A], a channel l ∈ Id Attr(ν) with the function

fl [0, 1] → R3 describing it, and the label attribute ai ∈ A the formal definition of this

operations is given as:
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GetAttributeVal(ν, l , ai) = Πi(ν(fl(0)))

Similar to the earlier case, we find the starting point of the channel l using fl(0).

The label at this point is extracted and finally projected out using the Π operator as

Πi(ν(fl(0))).

The values of a particular attribute may vary all over the network and it is interesting

to recover the minimum or the maximum value of a particular attribute from the entire

network. This is accomplished by a pair of operator: getMinVal and getMaxVal. These

operators takes a particular label attribute of a network type and returns a set of points

in the network which has the highest or lowest value respectively for the particular

attribute. The signature of the operations are as follows minValue,maxValue : [A]× Ai →

2R
3. Assuming a spatial network ν : [A], we have a label attribute Ai , we formally define

these operations as :

getMaxVal(ν, ai) = {p|∀pi ∈ ν :MAX(GetAttributeVal(ν, ai , p)) ≥

MAX(GetAttributeVal(ν, ai , pi))}

getMinVal(ν, ai) = {p|∀pi ∈ ν :MIN(GetAttributeVal(ν, ai , p)) ≤

MIN(GetAttributeVal(ν, ai , pi))}

Network Retrieval Operations

Network Retrieval operations retrieves a sub-network from the original network.

The sub-network is chosen based on various criteria. These set of operations include

Shortest route, window, clipping, height and attribute based selection of a network.

Shortest route. One of the classical queries in a spatial network is the shortest

route (path) query. The task is to find a route between two points in a network which has

the least distance among all routes between the two points. Shortest route queries are

used to automatically find driving directions between physical locations, for example,

between two cities. The ShortestRoute operator finds such a shortest route between two

points p, q ∈ L(ν) in a network ν ∈ [A]. The signature of this operator is ShortestRoute :

[A]× R2 × R2 → [A]. Its definition is given as
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ShortestRoute(ν, p, q) = {sr | (i) sr ∈ Routes(ν, p, q)

(ii) ∀ r ∈ Routes(ν, p, q) : Length(r) ≥ Length(sr)}
This operator checks all the routes between p and q and compares their length.

It chooses the route with the smallest length as the shortest route. Since there could

be several shortest paths, it returns all of them in a set. Note that this is a conceptual

definition and not an algorithmic strategy to compute the shortest path.

Window. Consider the queries “Which parts of the national highway have been

affected by the snowstorm X?”. For this kind of query, we first need to obtain the extent

of the snowstorm as a spatial region. If this region is geometrically intersected with the

highway network, we obtain those parts of the network that have been affected by the

snowstorm. Such a kind of query aiming at the intersection of a spatial network with a

region can be useful in various situations. We provide the two operations Window and

Clipping for this purpose.

The operation Window allows a user to retrieve those complete channels of

a spatial network whose intersection with a given (region) window is not empty.

Figure 3-8A shows a spatial network with a region r (colored in grey) overlaying it.

Figure 3-8B demonstrates the effect of the operation Window(ν, r) on the spatial

network ν with respect to r . This operation completely preserves the channels l3, l5,

and l7 that intersect r . Their boundary points are also preserved but the junction points

(like j5 and j7) and crossover points (like c1 and c3) with channels that are not part of

the result are removed. Only for illustration purposes the query window in Figure 3-8

is a rectangle. But it can be any object of the spatial data type region [37], that is, in

particular, it can be of any areal shape, have holes, and consist of multiple components.

The signature of the Window operation isWindow : [A]×region → [A]. The definition

of this operation makes use of the well known geometric set operation intersection (⊗)

between spatial lines and regions. For a spatial network ν ∈ [A] and an arbitrary region

object r ∈ region, the Window operation is defined as follows:
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A B C

Figure 3-8. The original network and the region r1 (A). The result of the clip operation
with the network and the region r1 (B), and the result of the window
operation with the network and the region r1 (C)

Window(ν, r) = ν’

such that the following conditions hold:

(i) ν’ ∈ [A] is a spatial network

(ii) L(ν’) ⊆ L(ν)

(iii) ∀ l ∈ Id Attr(ν’) : Flatten(getGeometry(ν, l))⊗ r 6= ∅

(iv) ∀ l ∈ Id Attr(ν)− Id Attr(ν’) : Flatten(getGeometry(ν, l))⊗ r = ∅
Condition (i) states that the operation results in a spatial network of the same type.

Condition (ii) requires that all points in the new network are elements of the original

network. Condition (iii) ensures that all channels in the computed network geometrically

intersect the given region r completely or partially. Since the 3D curves of the channels

are intersected with 2D regions, it is necessary to use the Flatten operator to first flatten

the geometry of the channels. Condition (iv) guarantees that ν’ is the maximum spatial

network that intersects r .

Clipping. The operation Clipping is similar to window operation but differs in a

single way that is the Clipping operator does not only identify the channels that intersect

a given rectangle but it also computes the intersection of the region with the network
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geometry, that is, with all intersecting channels. This operation may result in partial

channels of the original network and thus gives rise to artifacts. For example, new

boundary points are created wherever a part of the channel is clipped by the edge of

the query region. But the interior parts of the network always remain intact. Figure 3-8C

gives an example of the operation Clipping(ν, r) and shows those parts of the network

ν in Figure 3-8A that geometrically intersect region r . The effect of this operation is that

channels like l1, l2, l4, and l6 are removed, the original channels l5 and l7 are truncated,

and new boundary points are created, for example, at the endpoints of the channels l5

and l7.

The signature of the Clipping operation is Clipping : [A]× region → [A]. For a spatial

network ν ∈ [A] and a region object r ∈ region, the Clipping operation is defined as

follows:

Clipping(ν, r) = ν’

such that the following conditions hold:

(i) ν’ ∈ [A] is a spatial network

(ii) Flatten(L(ν’)) = Flatten(getGeometry(ν))⊗ r

(iii) ∀ p ∈ L(ν’) : ν’(p) = ν(p)

Condition (i) states that the operation results in a spatial network of the same type.

Condition (ii) requires that all points of the resulting network are exactly those points of

the original network that geometrically intersect region r . This means, in particular, that

L(ν’) ⊆ L(ν) holds. In order to perform this check we have to get the 2D representation

of the geometry of the network ν and intersect it with the region. The resultant object

should be equal to the flattened structure of the new network ν’. Condition (iii) ensures

that the labeling of the original network is preserved in the clipped new network.

Channel connections. A channel is connected to another channel only if the

two channels share a junction. A particular channel may have a number of other

channels connected to it by forming multiple common junction points. The operation
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Connected to computes all channels that are connected to a particular channel. For

example, a major river may have a number of tributaries. The operation Connected to

returns all tributaries which are connected to the river. In our example network shown

in Figure 3-1B, the result of Connected to(ν, l3) is the subnetwork of ν that contains

the channels with the identifiers l6 and l7. The channel l6 is connected to channel l3 at

the junction point j2. Similarly, the channel l7 is connected to channel l3 at the junction

point j6. However, the channel l5 does not appear in the result even though it interacts

with channel l3. The reason is that the point of interaction is a crossover point and not a

junction point. The operation has the signature Connected to : [A] × A1 → [A], that is, it

takes a spatial network ν ∈ [A] and a channel identifier l ∈ A1 as arguments and returns

the subnetwork of ν that contains all channels that are connected to l and thus share a

junction point with l .

Connected to(ν, l) = ν’

such that the following conditions hold:

(i) ν’ ∈ [A] is a spatial network

(ii) L(ν’) =
⋃

p∈JunctionPoints(ν,l)
s∈ν(p),e∈s−{l},l’∈Π{1}(e)

getGeometry(ν, l ’)

(iii) ∀ p ∈ L(ν’) :

ν’(p) = ν(p)− {l} − {l ’ ∈ A | q ∈ JunctionPoints(ν, l),S =
⋃
s∈ν(q)

s, l ’ /∈ S}

Condition (ii) requires that the resulting network only contains the points of channels

that share a junction point with l . For this purpose, the operation first finds the junction

points on l using the operation JunctionPoints. Then it determines the channel identifiers

associated with each junction point and retrieves the geometries for each channel

identifier with the operation getGeometry (Section 3.2.2). Condition (iii) states that the

labels of the new network ν’ have to be inherited from the network ν. However, the

labels of ν’ have to be corrected in the sense that for each network point any of its labels
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that is not associated with a junction point on l has to be removed. In particular, label l

has to be removed.

Height based network selection. In various scenarios it is interesting to retrieve

only those parts of the network which are at a height above or below a certain point in

the network. For example, there is a flood and the city officials are interested to know

the parts of the road network which might get flooded. This involves selecting part of

the network based on its height at that position. Two operations Network Below and

Network Above are function which takes a single point in the network and returns

the part of the network which are at height below or at a height above the particular

point. These operations can be used in finding the portion of the highway which will

be submerged when floods occur. A query like “Find the part of the network which will

be submerged when the dike collapses”. These operators takes a network point and

compares its height with all the height of all the other network points and returns a

subnetwork of the original network. All the points in the resultant network has a height

either higher or lower than the height of the specified point in the original network.

The signature of these operations are Network Below ,Network Above : [A] × R2 →

[A]. Considering a network ν ∈ [A] and a network point p ∈ L(ν), the operation

Network Above is defined as

Network Above(ν : [A], p) = ν’ : [A] | ν’ ⊆ ν ∧ ∀ pi ∈ ν’ : pi .z > p.z

The Network Below operation is similarly defined and it returns a subnetwork of the

original network where in all the points are at a height lower than the specified point.

Again considering a network ν ∈ [A] and a network point p ∈ L(ν), the operation

Network Below is defined as

Network Below(ν : [A], p) = ν’ : [A] | ν’ ⊆ ν ∧ ∀ pi ∈ ν’ : pi .z < p.z

Attribute value based network selection. This is a generic operation to return

part of the network which satisfies a particular criteria. For example, “Which roads have

2 lanes”? This operation takes an attribute, a comparator (which may be equals, greater
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than, less than, greater equal, less equal, or not equal) and a value which may be of any

basic SQL data type. All parts of the network which satisfy the predicate are returned.

Considering the set Λ = {<,>,≥,≤, =} and D being the set of all the basic SQL data

types, the signature of this operation is SelectNetwork : [A] × Ai × Λ × D → [A].

When applied on a spatial network, this operation returns another network which is a

subnetwork of the original network but all the points in the resulting network satisfy the

given predicate. Assuming that ν is a network, ai is a label attribute, α ∈ Λ and val is

a value to be checked and val ∈ D, The formal definition of this operations is given as

follows :

SelectNetwork(ν, ai ,α, val) = {ν’ | (i) ν’ ∈ [A] is a spatial network

(ii) ν’ ⊆ ν

(iii) ∀ p ∈ ν’ : GetAttributeVal(ν’, ai) α val)}

Metric Operations

Metric operations are a class of operators which returns a numeric result. They

include operations like Gradient, Curvature, NetworkDistance, and graph centrality

measures of a network.

Gradient. Gradient refers to the gradual change in the height of a channel. It

plays a crucial role in the free flow of materials in a pipeline. This operation takes as

argument a point in the network and returns a numeric value representing the gradient

at that point. To calculate the gradient, we divide the channel at the specified point

into infinitesimally small chord approximations and then find the limiting gradient of the

chord at that point. Let us consider a point p in the channel L ∈ Channels(ν) which has

a describing function fL. The signature of this operation is Gradient : [A] × R2 → R.

Assume that the and is formally defined as

Gradient(ν : [A], p) = (∂fL/∂z) at point p

This method may also be used to calculate the average gradient between any

two points in the same channel. In this case we sinply find the difference in the z
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co-ordinates between the first and the second point that is, the height difference

between the points and then divide it by the distance between these two points.

Consider again a channel L as described above, and the two points p = fL(a) and

q = fL(b) with a, b ∈ [0, 1]. We define an overloaded Gradient operator with the

signature Gradient : A1 × [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ R as

Gradient(L, a, b) = (fL(a).z − fL(b).z)/Length(L, a, b)

This operation makes use of Length(L, a, b) operator which returns the length of the

channel L from point p = fL(a) to q = fL(b).

Another variation of the Gradient operator has the same signature Gradient : [A1]→

R. But in this case, this operator takes a complete channel L ∈ Channels(ν) as argument

and finds the average gradient of the channel. It is defined as

Gradient(L) = Gradient(L, 0, 1)

Curvature. Intuitively, curvature is the amount by which a geometric object deviates

from being flat, or straight in the case of a line. In case of a channel in a spatial network,

we consider curvature to be how sharply a channel is turning as it is traversed. At a

particular point along the curve a tangent line can be drawn; this line making an angle θ

with the positive xaxis. Curvature is then defined as the magnitude of the rate of change

of θ with respect to the measure of length on the curve, i.e, the arc length s . Curvature of

a rail track is an factor in deciding how big railway carriages can be run on them. Speed

limits of roads are decided on the curvature of the road at the point. The operation

Curvature computes the curvature of a channel at a specific point. The signature of this

operation is Curvature : [A]×Ai ×R2 → R. Assuming a spatial network ν : [A], a channel

l ∈ Id Attr(ν) and a point p ∈ Channel(ν, l), the operator Curvature is defined as:

Curvature(ν, l , p) = ∂fl/∂(x , y , z) at point p

Network distance. Network distance is the distance between any two points in

the network via the network, that is, the minimum distance one has to travel to reach

the second point from the first. This is opposed to Length explained earlier which is the
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distance between two points in the same channel. Queries like “What is the travelling

distance from Gainesville to Atlanta?” may be answered based on network distance.

The definition of network distance requires the concept of ShortestRoute which is a

minimum length connection one can take in order to reach a second location from a first

location. To calculate the network distance between any two points in the network, we

describe an operation NetworkDistance, which returns the Length of the ShortestRoute

between the two points. Given a spatial network ν : [A] and two points p, q ∈ L(ν), we

define the NetworkDistance operator as

NetworkDistance(ν, p, q) = Length(ShortestRoute(ν, p, q))

Degree of a junction. The degree of a junction or a node computes the total

number of channels which intersect at the junction point. This measure indicates how

well a particular junction is connected with the rest of the network and is also known

as the connectivity of the node. The higher the degree, more important is the particular

junction point in the network. A scale free like a road network follows the power law

which states that new connections preferentially connect to nodes having higher degree.

In our model, any junction point or crossover point is formed by the interaction

of a number of channels. Hence the junction point belongs to all the channels which

intersect at the junction point. A point from any channel which is not a part of a junction

or a crossover will only belong to a single channel. Junction points and crossover points

are labelled by the combination of all the channel labels which interact at the point. We

define a function PartOfChannels which takes any point on the network and returns a

set of all the channels to which the point belongs. PartOfChannels works by looking into

the label of the given point and extracting the id attr of all the channels which forms the

label.

For a spatial network ν : [A], and a network point p ∈ L(ν), the function is defined

as,

PartOfChannels(ν, p) = {Id Attr(l ’’)|∀l ’ ∈ ν(p), l ’’ ∈ l ’}
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The degree of any junction n on the network can be directly calculated by computing

the cardinality of PartOfChannels(ν, n). For a spatial network of ν : [A] and a junction

n ∈ L(ν), degree of the junction is calculated by the operation DegNode and is formally

defined as

DegNode(ν, n) = |PartOfChannels(ν, n)|

Characteristic path length. The characteristic path length is understood as

the impediment between all pairs of nodes within a network. It may be expressed as

the average distance (impediment) between all pairs of nodes in a network, and this

measure is suited for a comparative analysis of public transport networks or for network

assessment. A small characteristic path length indicates the presence of short-cut

connections between the nodes in the network. This measure has vast significance in

any type of spatial networks. For example [5] studies the impact of the characteristic

path length on the structural vulnerability of power grids and concludes that with the

decrease of the characteristic path length, the probability of mass load loss decreases

dramatically.

The set of nodes is the set of junctions in our model, and for a spatial network

of ν : [A], it is given by J(ν). The operator CPL computes the characteristic path

length of a network by summing up the network distances between all the pairs of

nodes in the network and by dividing it by the number of all pairs. The number of

all pairs is given by the number of ways of choosing 2 nodes out of all the nodes in

the network which in turn is given by the number of 2-combination of the set J(ν).

Mathematically it is written as |j(ν)|C2. The expression on the numerator of CPL,∑
p1,p2∈L(ν),p1 6=p2 NetworkDistance(ν, p1, p2) takes each pair twice, so we divide this

value by 2 × (|j(ν)|C2). Assuming a spatial network ν : [A], the signature and the formal

definition of CPL is as follows,
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CPL : [A]→ R

CPL(ν) =

∑
p1,p2∈L(ν),p1 6=p2

NetworkDistance(ν, p1, p2)

2× (|j(ν)|C2)
Global efficiency. The ability of a spatial network such as a transportation network

or a pipeline network to minimize spatial resistance or impediment to travel is indicated

by its global efficiency. Global efficiency is useful for comparing centrality in networks

before and after an alteration to its structure. It is calculated as the inverse average

shortest route length between any two nodes (junctions) in a network. The operator

GlobalEfficiency computes the global efficiency of a network. For the network, ν of type

[A], GlobalEfficiency is formally defined as

GlobalEfficiency : [A]→ R

GlobalEfficiency(ν) =
2

|j(ν)|C2
×

∑
p1,p2∈L(ν),p1 6=p2

1

NetworkDistance(ν, p1, p2)

Degree centrality. Degree centrality falls under a category of measures called

centrality measures. These measures are indicators of individual nodes containing

locally relevant information. Degree centrality of a node is defined as the ratio of nodes

directly connected to it out of all the nodes in the network. It measures the average

number of nodes encountered in order to access every other node in the network. In a

public transportation network, it may be understood as the number of transfers required

to reach a particular node.

The degree centrality is computed by the operator DegreeCentrality which takes a

node as argument and uses DCN to find the number of directly connected nodes to the

node and divides this by the total number of nodes in the network. For a spatial network

of type ν : [A] and a node p ∈ j(ν), the function DegreeCentrality is formally defined as

DegreeCentrality(ν, p) =
|DCN(ν, p)|

|J(ν)|
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3.2.3 Inter-Network Operations

These set of operators operate on two networks at a time. They include the basic

operations, the retrieval operations, the network structure operations and a new class of

operations called the network set operations.

Basic Operations

These are the list of fundamental operations equivalent to the the intra-network

basic operations but these set of operations operate on more than one network at a

time.

Get all transfer points. When two networks appear side by side it may happen

(by accident or by design) that the access points of both the network appear at the

same point in the plane. For example, a bus station (which is an access point for the bus

network) may be co-located with a railway station (access point for the railway network).

This situation allows material to flow from one network to another as people may get

off at the bus station and then go into the railway network. Whenever access points

from two or more network are co-located, we call the situation a transfer point. Transfer

points come to play when calculating the shortest path between two points in the same

or different network. The shortest path between two networks might be multi-hopped

with parts of the route passing over a different network. This can only happen if the

two networks are situated side by side and have a transfer point between them. The

operator TransferPts returns a set of points which are transfer points among two given

network and its signature is TransferPts : [A] × [B] → 2R . Assuming a two spatial

networks ν1 and ν2, the operator is formally defined as:

TransferPts(ν1, ν2) = {p1| (i) p1 ∈ ν1 ∧ p2 ∈ ν2

(ii) isAccessPt(ν1, p1) ∧ isAccessPt(ν2, p2)

(iii) p1 = p2}
The formulation returns a set of points such that the point belong to network ν1 and

there is another point p2 in the network ν2 such that p1 is an access point of network ν1
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and p2 is an access point of network ν2 (condition (ii)) and the points p1 and p2 coincide

(condition (iii)).

An auxiliary predicate called isTransferPt checks whether a given point is a transfer

point between given two networks. The predicate takes the help of the TransferPts

operator to get all the transfer points between two networks and then returns true if

the given point belongs to the set of transfer points. The signature of the operation is

isTransferPt : [A] × [B] × R3 → B. The formal definition of the predicate is given next.

Assume a spatial network ν ∈ [A] and a point p, we have,

isTransferPt(ν1, ν2, p) = p ∈ TransferPts(ν1, ν2)

Routes. This is an extension of the route operation on a single network. When

going from one part of the city to another, a person may avail multiple modes of

transportation. For example he may take the bus to reach the train station from where

he transfers to a train and then get off at a train station to avail a cab to reach the final

destination. The bus, train, and cab are part of different networks. Computing the

route from the initial position to the final destination on a single network does not give

all possible routes. So a multi-network version of the route operation is necessary.

This version of the the operation returns a set of routes which encompass different

networks. The jump from one network to another can only happen at transfer points.

The inter-network version of the route operation takes as argument two spatial networks

as well as a starting point and a destination point with each of them coming from

either network. It then returns a set of networks each of which represents a route from

the starting point to the destination point. Each of the returned networks have some

special characteristics, namely, the starting point and the ending point are the only two

boundary points of the networks ensuring that the network is a single component and

not separated into multiple disconnected components. Also, the network do not have

any branches, that is, all the junctions are of degree two. Additionally, one of the junction

points is a transfer point between the given networks. This condition ensures that the
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route encompasses one network to the other. The point to note here is that if there

are no transfer point between the two networks in question, then there are no possible

routes. But existence of transfer points do not guarantee the existence of routes.
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C

Figure 3-9. The original networks ν1 (A) and ν2 (B), and the overlay of the networks (C)
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Figure 3-10. The operation routes(ν1 , ν2 , p1 , p2) on the network shown in Figure 3-9(C)

The signature of this operation is Routes : [A]× [B]×R2 ×R2 → 2[C ]. Assuming that

ν1 : [A] and ν2 : [B] are two spatial networks and two points p ∈ ν1 and q ∈ ν2, we define

the Routes operation as follows:

Routes(ν1 , ν2 , p, q) = {ν’ | (i) ν’ ∈ [A] is a spatial network

(ii) L(ν’) ⊆ L(ν1) ∪ L(ν2)

(iii) ∀ l ∈ ν’(J(ν’)) : |l | = 2

(iv) p, q ∈ β(ν’)

(v) |β(ν’)| = 2

(vi) ∃j ∈ J(ν’) : isTransferPt(ν1, ν2, j)}
Distance between two networks. When creating a national river grid to link all the

rivers, it is necessary to build canals from one river to another. The most efficient place
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to create a canal would be between the closest points of the two rivers. The closest

points between two rivers are given by this operation which takes two networks and

returns a set containing two points - one from either network, such that the Euclidean

distance between them is the least among all possible pairs. The signature of this

operation is closestPoints : [A] × [B] → 2R
2 . Assuming there is a function dist(p1, p2)

which takes two points in the Euclidean space and returns the distance between them,

and two spatial networks ν1 ∈ A and ν2 ∈ B, the formal definition of ClosestPoints are

given as:

ClosestPoints(ν1, ν2) = {p1, p2| (i) p1, p2 ∈ R3

(ii) p1 ∈ ν1 ∧ p2 ∈ ν2

(iii) ∀pi ∈ ν1, pj ∈ ν2 : dist(p1, p2) ≤ dist(pi , pj)}
This operation takes points from each of the network and pairwise compares their

distance using the dist operator. It returns the pair of points which have the minimum

distance between them.

Find the closest transfer points. Sometimes a traveler while on the go may want

to transfer from one network to another. For example, while traveling on the bus he may

want to tranfer to a train. This operation helps to find the nearest possible transfer point.

It takes two arguments - a network to transfer to and a point in the current network. It

returns the closest access point in the current network which is part of a transfer point to

the given second network. The signature of the is closestTranferPoint : [A]× [B]× R3 →

R3. This operation takes the help of the already described TransferPts operator to get all

the transfer points between two networks and then computes the closest among them

from the specified point. Assume we have two spatial networks ν1 : [A] and ν2 : [B] and

a point p ∈ ν1, we define the closestTransferPoint operator as follows:
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closestTransferPoints(ν1, ν2, p) = {p1| (i) p1 ∈ TransferPts(ν1, ν2)

(ii) ∀pi ∈ TransferPts(ν1, ν2) :

NetworkDistance(p, p1) ≤

NetworkDistance(p, pi)}
This operator makes use of the NetworkDistance operator which computes the

length of the shortest route between two points in a network.

Retrieval Operations

The inter-network retrieval operations are similar to the intra-network retrieval

operations and consists of the shortest route operation.

Shortest route. The multi-network operation is similar to the single network

shortest route operation. Instead of a single network, it takes two networks and a

starting point p and an ending point q from either of the networks ν1 ∈ [A] and ν2 ∈ [B].

It then returns the route which is the shortest in length among all the possible routes.

The signature of the operator is ShortestRoute : [A]× [B]× R2 × R2 → [C ]. Its definition

is given as

ShortestRoute(ν1, ν2, p, q) = {sr | (i) sr ∈ Routes(ν1, ν2p, q)

(ii) ∀ r ∈ Routes(ν1, ν2p, q) :

Length(r) ≥ Length(sr)}
This operator checks all the routes between p and q and compares their length.

It chooses the route with the smallest length as the shortest route. Since there could

be several shortest paths, it returns all of them in a set. Note that this is a conceptual

definition and not an algorithmic strategy to compute the shortest path.

Network Set Operations

An important class of operations on any spatial objects are the geometric set

operations. In this section we define the geometric set operations on spatial network

including the network union (Section 3.2.3), the network intersection (Section 3.2.3), and

the network difference (Section 3.2.3) operations. These are geometric set operations
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like the set union, set intersection, and set difference but taking consideration of not only

the geometry but also the labelling and other aspects of the interacting networks.

Network set intersection. Network intersection operations are used to answer

queries such as ”Find the roads served by bus routes 20 and 21”. That is, we have

to find the channels where the spatial network representing route 20 intersects the

channels in the spatial network representing route 21. Geometric intersection of two

networks can result in two types of spatial objects - points and lines. Two channels from

different networks may intersect at isolated single points or portions of channels may

overlap to form intersecting lines. So we have two network intersection operations: the

first is called common network points which returns only isolated points of intersection

between two networks and the second operation is called networkIntersection which

returns a new network by the lines of intersection of two networks.

In order to define isolated points we need the concept of neigborhood of points.

We define the neighbourhood of a given point p = (px , py , pz) as the set of points

forming a sphere around p with an infinitesimally small radius r . In order to retrieve the

neighbourhood of a point p, we define the neighbourhood operation which returns the

set of points contained in the neighbourhood of p:

N :R3 → 2R3

N(p) = {(x , y , z) | (x − px)2 + (y − py)2 + (z − pz)2 = (r)2}
We can now determine whether a point is isolated or contagious. A point p is

isolated in a set A, if an ε ∈ R+ exists such that Nε(p) − {p} = φ. We define com-

mon network points as the set of isolated points which results after the channel points

of two networks are intersected. Considering two networks ν1 : [A] and ν2 : [B], the

signature and the formal definition of common network points is:

common network points : [A]× [B]→ point3D

common network points(ν1, ν2) = {p ∈ R3 | (i) p ∈ L(ν1) ∩ L(ν2)

(ii) p is isolated in L(ν1) ∩ L(ν2)}
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NetworkIntersection operations takes two networks and returns a new network

which only has the linear overlapping parts of the two networks. The definition of this

operation takes the help of the intersection operation for line3D [38]. The intersection

operation of line3D removes all the anomalies in the resulting line (for example, isolated

points and discontinuities). Figure 3-9A and Figure 3-9B are two spatial networks ν1

and ν2 respectively. These two networks overlap in space and when seen together, the

overlapping of the networks is shown in Figure 3-9C. The result of the intersection of the

networks ν1 and ν2 has been shown in Figure 3-11.

A

Figure 3-11. The result of NetworkIntersection(ν1 , ν2) of the networks ν1 and ν2 shown
in Figure 3-9

The networkIntersection operation is defined as follows:

networkIntersection : [A]× [B]→ [C ]

networkIntersection(ν1, ν2) = {ν’ : [C ] | (i) ν’ is a spatial network

(ii) L(ν’) = intersection(getGeometry(ν1),

getGeometry(ν2))}
Condition (i) states that the result of the networkIntersection is a spatial network

and condition (ii) states that channel points of the new network (L(ν’)) is formed by the

intersection of two line3D resulting from the getGeometry(ν1) and getGeometry(ν2)

Network set union. Set union in the context of set means to combine the elements

of two or more sets into a single set. In the context of spatial networks, it means

to combine the geometry and the thematic attribute (labels) of two different spatial
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networks. Geometrically combining two spatial networks can be done by simply creating

a new spatial network having channels of both the original network.

The networkUnion operator not only combines two spatial network geometrically,

it also correctly handles how intersection points work. At the point of intersection of

two channels belonging to separate networks, a junction is formed. This operation

takes two spatial network as arguments and creates a third resulting spatial network.

On performing the union of two networks having type [A] and [B], we get a resulting

network containing labels from both the network, so it is of type [A ∪ B]. The signature

of networkUnion is networkUnion :[A] × [B] → [A ∪ B]. Assuming two spatial networks,

ν1 : [A] and ν2 : [B], networkUnion is formally defined as,

networkUnion(ν1 : [A], ν2 : [B]) ={ν’ : [A ∪ B] |

(i) L(ν’) = L(ν1) ∪ L(ν2)

(ii) Channels(ν’) = Channels(ν1) ∪ Channels(ν2)

(iii) J(ν’) ⊇ J(ν1) ∪ J(ν2)

(iv) ∀ p ∈

common network points(getGeometry(ν1),

getGeometry(ν2)) : ν’(p) = ν1(p) ∪ ν2(p)}
The networkUnion operation results in a new spatial network, ν’. The new network

contains all the channel points from both the original networks ν1 and ν2 (condition (i)). It

also contains all the channels from both the argument network (condition (ii)). Condition

(iii) states that the junctions in the resulting network is a superset of the union of the

junctions in the original network. It is a superset because on performing a networkUnion,

new junctions are created when two channels from separate networks intersect. These

newly created junctions points are returned by the operation

common network points(getGeometry(ν1), getGeometry(ν2))
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These points are labeled by the the union of the labels at the same point from the

original networks (condition (iv)).

Network set difference. Mathematically we define set difference of sets A and

B as the set of all elements of A which are not also elements of B. In the context

of spatial networks, the operation NetworkDifference considers both the networks

as point sets and perform set difference on them. The resulting set of points may

contain inconsistencies like isolated points or discontinuities which are not allowed

since the resulting point set is also a spatial network. The NetworkDifference is a

purely geometric operation which means that when performing a set difference on the

networks ν1 : [A] and ν2 : [B], the label values in the resulting network are simply taken

from the first network in the arguments of the operation. For example, on performing

SetDifference(ν1, ν2), all the points of the resulting network has labels which correspond

to the labels of the original network ν1. Figure 3-12 shows the geometry of the spatial

network as a result of the network difference operation on the networks shown in

Figure 3-9.

A B

Figure 3-12. The result of networkDifference(ν1, ν2) (A) and networkDifference(ν2, ν1) (B)

This operation takes two spatial network as arguments and creates a third resulting

spatial network. On performing the difference of two networks having type [A] and [B],

we get a resulting network containing labels from only the first network, so it is of type
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[A]. The signature of networkDifference is networkDifference :[A] × [B] → [A]. Assuming

two spatial networks, ν1 : [A] and ν2 : [B], networkDifference is formally defined as,

networkDifference(ν1 : [A], ν2 : [B]) ={ν’ : [A] |

(i) L(ν’) = Regularize(L(ν1)− L(ν2))

(ii) Id Attr(ν’) ⊆ Id Attr(ν1)
The operation networkDifference creates a new network ν’, which is of type A,

the type of the first network in the argument. All the points in the new network is a set

difference of ν1 and ν2. Since these point set can have irregularities like discontinuity in a

channel or isolated points, it is passed through a Regularize function which removes the

inconsistencies (Condition (i)). The network difference operation does not create new

channels in the resulting network. The resulting network can only have a subset of the

channels in the original network (Condition (ii)).

3.2.4 Use of Operations in Spatial Network Query Language

In this section, we show how users can access, manipulate and run operations on

a spatial network data type called snet. We first discuss the type of queries possible in

a spatial network in an intuitive manner and then show how SQL like constructs can be

extended to provide querying capabilities on a spatial network in a database context.

Unlike traditional spatial data objects which only contain the geometry, spatial

networks contain geometry as well as thematic information. Thus a spatial network

query may not be purely based on geometry. Four type of queries for spatial networks

have been identified; First, they may be based on the spatial network geometry (net-

work queries). This type include queries like “Does the bus route 20 intersect with bus

route 21?”. This query compares the spatial network of bus route 20 and checks for

intersection with the spatial network representing the bus route 21. Second, queries may

be based on components in a spatial network (component queries). The components

of a spatial network include the channels, junctions and the crossovers, boundary

points, access points etc.. These include queries like “How many distinct roads are there
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in Gainesville?” or “Does the 13th Street intersect with 1st Avenue?”. Third, queries

may be based on attributes associated with the spatial network components (compo-

nent attribute queries). These include “What is the capacity of the oil pipe?”. These

set of queries look into the thematic data associated with the network and extracts

relevant information from it. Lastly, queries may be based on attributes associated

with entire spatial networks (network attribute queries). An example of this type of

queries is “Which department administers the highways?”. This kind of information is not

embedded inside the spatial network, but they appear alongside the network in a single

database record.

Based on the snet data type we now define constructs to pose queries in SNQL.

An SNQL statement has the following clauses: the SELECT clause says what will be

returned in the query, the FROM clause indicates a list of tables which may contain

some snet attribute and the WHERE clause contains a Boolean expression that is

evaluated over all the records in a table. Using this scheme, we provide sample queries

belonging to the four query types discussed earlier. For these queries, we assume that

there is a database which can natively store spatial networks and can handle SNQL.

The database has the tables NatPowerGrids and RoadNetwork.

Network queries deal with the the entire network as a whole. They include queries

like ‘Which part of each of the networks intersect with the Interstate?’. In formulating

this query, we use the spatial network operator intersect which returns the intersection

between two networks. The SNQL statement for the above query is as follows :

select Intersect(N.roadNet, M.roadNet)

from RoadNetworks as N ,RoadNetworks as M

where M.roadNet = ‘Interstate’ and N.roadNet <> ‘Interstate’
This query performs a self join, then uses the Intersect operator pairwise with each

road network and the interstate network. This results in a set of new networks which is

composed of only those parts which intersect with the interstate network.
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Component queries deal with the components in a network which are channels.

These queries extract part of a channel or a complete channel and operate on them.

The SNQL can handle these operations since a channel or part of a channel is also an

snet object. A traditional query in transportation is the shortest path finding which may

be of the form ‘Find the shortest route from Miami to Atlanta avoiding Alachua county’.

This is a restricted form of shortest path since it has to avoid all the roads passing

through Alachua county. Assuming that Alachua county is given as a region with the

name ‘alachua’, and the initial and the final points as pA and pB respectively, we write the

query in SNQL as

select ShortestRoute(N.roadNet − window(N.roadNet, alachua), pA, pB)

from RoadNetworks as N
The window operation returns the part of the network which intersects with Alachua.

This portion of the network is subtracted from the original network and the shortest path

is computed on the truncated network.

Component attribute queries are based on the thematic information attached to

the components of a spatial network in the form of labels. These values are extracted

by the operator GetAttribute discussed earlier. For example an interesting query is

‘Find the average capacity in each of the power grids’. This query asks for the average

transmission capacity of each of the power lines in each of the grids. We assume that

the network label attribute ‘capacity’ is in the labels for the power grid networks in the

table NatPowerGrids. We use the GetAttribute operator to find the capacity of each of

the power lines in a network and then average the value. This query demonstrates how

SQL constructs like GROUP BY may be used in a traditional manner in SNQL to group

by the average capacity for each power grid. The SNQL statement is as follows :

select G.sectorName, avg(GetAttribute(sn, number, capacity)

from RoadNetworks as G, GetAllChannels(G.Grid)

group by G.sectorName
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Assuming The GROUP BY clause groups the average capacities by each network grid

as each network grid has a unique sector name which the SELECT clause returns.

The final type of queries, termed as network attribute queries, queries the attributes

attached to an entire network. These attributes are not attached to the snet object, but

are part of the record containing an snet object. For example, ‘Which government entity

maintains the road network?’ can be answered by a simple SQL query which selects out

the ‘administered by’ field from the RoadNetworks table :

select N.RoadType, N.administered by

from RoadNetworks as N
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Table 3-1. List of spatial network operations
Operation Type Intra-Network Inter-Network

Basic Operations

Length : A1 × [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ R
Length : [A]→ R
Routes : [A]× R3 × R3 → 2[A] Routes :

[A]× [B]× R3 × R3 → 2[C ]
getGeometry : [A]× A1 → line3D
getGeometry : [A]→ line3D
CrossoverPoints :
[A]× A1 × A1 → point2D
CrossoverPoints :
[A]× A1 → point2D
JunctionPoints : [A]× A1 × A1 → point3D
JunctionPoints : [A]× A1 → point3D
GetAccessPts : [A]→ R3 closestPoints : [A]× [B]→ 2R3

ClosestAccessPt : [A]× R3 → R2 TransferPts : [A]× [B]→ 2R3

closestTranferPoint :
[A]× R3 → R3

Auxiliary Operations

isDirectlyConnected : [A]× R3 × R3 → B
DCN : [A]× R3 → R3
Buffer : p × R → r
Buffer : [A]× R → r
GetGraph :ν : [A]→ G

Retrieval Operations

ShortestRoute : [A]× R3 × R3 → [A] ShortestRoute :
[A]× [B]× R3 × R3 → [C ]

Window : [A]× region → [A]
Clipping : [A]× region → [A]
Connected to : [A]× A1 → [A]
SelectNetwork : [A]× Ai × Λ×D → [A]
Network Below ,
Network Above : [A]× R3 → [A]
minValue,maxValue : [A]× Ai → 2R

3

Metric Operations

NetworkDistance :[A]× R3 × R3 → R
DegNode :[A]× R2 → R
CharacteristicPathLength :[A]→ R
GlobalEfficiency :[A]→ R
DegreeCentrality :[A]× R3 → R
Curvature : [A]× Ai × R2 → R
Gradient : [A]× R2 → R

Network Set Operations

networkUnion :[A]× [B]→ [A ∪ B]
networkIntersection :
[A]× [B]→ [A ∪ B]

networkDiff :[A]× [B]→ [A ∪ B]
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3.3 Predicates on Spatial Networks

Predicates are expressions which evaluates to a true or a false and are used in the

search condition of the where clause of a query language. Similarly network predicates

are expressions based on characteristics of spatial networks and are used in the where

clause of the Spatial Network Query Language (Section 3.1.3). This section describes

network predicates and has been distinguished into two types. The intra-network

predicates (Section 3.3.1) apply on a single network. The inter-network predicates

(Section 3.3.2) work on two or more predicates.

3.3.1 Intra-Network Predicates

Intra-network predicates are applicable on only one network at a time and consist of

the branch predicate, the nearness predicates, and the connection predicate.

Branch of. This is branch of predicate helps identify the tributaries or distributaries

of a river or spurs of a road. This predicate takes as argument two channels and

returns true if the second channel has its origin on the first channel, that isits endpoint

is connected to the first channel. Figure 3-1 shows this branching situation at junction

j6. The channel l6 branches out from channel l7 at junction j6. The operation works by

extracting the end points of the second channel and checking whether they belong to

the first channel. If it does, it means that the second channel has either its origin or its

termination at the first channel. In both the cases, it is considered to be a branch of the

first channel. Consider two channels l1 and l2, the is branch of takes these two channels

as argument and returns true if the l2 starts or ends in l1.

Definition 1. Consider two channels l1 and l2 in a spatial network π, we have

is branch of(π, l1 , l2) = (fl2[0] ∩ l1 6= φ ∨ fl2[0] ∩ l1 6= φ)

Near. The near predicate works with channels as well as with single points too. For

example, to find which bus stop is near the junction of 13th street and 20th ave, we may

consider the junction as a spatial point pj and the object to search, which here is the

bus stop, as the point p. we then use the overloaded format of the near predicate. The
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overloaded form of near predicate takes a point instead of a channel as reference and is

defined as follows:

Definition 2. Consider a channel l in a spatial network π, a distance d , a spatial point to

search from pj , and an object to search p we have

near(π, pj , d , p) = p ∈ Buffer(pj , d)

On. A concept similar to the near is the predicate on. This predicate decides

whether a particular object in question is near to a route between two points in the

network or not. As an example, the on predicate can compute whether a gas station

is on the route from my house to my office. Instead of calculating the nearness of the

object from a particular location or a channel, this predicate takes as argument an entire

route and returns true if the object in question is near to any point on the route. A route

between two points in a network is created by the route operation. The signature of the

Routes operator is Routes : [A] × R2 × R2 → 2[A]. This operator returns the set of

all spatial sub networks representing routes between two selected points over a given

spatial network. All points of each returned spatial network, that is, route, are a subset of

the points of the original network. This predicate also takes in a distance measure and

an object as arguments.

Formally the on predicate is defined as follows :

Definition 3. Consider a two points in the network p1 and p2 in a spatial network π, a

distance d and a spatial object at point p, we have

on(π, p1 , p2 , d , p) =|{pi |pi ∈ route(π, p1, p2, d) ∧ near(pi , d , p)}| ≥ 1

Is connected. A single network may be composed of one or more (disconnected)

sub-networks. For example, national river grids are being built so as to connect all the

rivers in a country to prevent water shortage for irrigation purposes. The main idea is

to make sure that all the rivers in the country are connected naturally or by artificial

construction of canals. The isConnected predicate may be used to check whether two
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points in a network are connected or not. This predicate takes two network points and

returns true if a route can be constructed between these two points.

Formally the isConnected predicate is defined as follows

Definition 4. Consider a two points in the network p1 and p2 in a spatial network π, we

have

isConnected(π, p1 , p2) = |{s|s ∈ route(π, p1, p2)}| ≥ 1

3.3.2 Inter-Network Predicates

The topological predicates are the most important class of inter-network predicates

and they deal with the spatial configuration and arrangement of one network with

another one.

Topological predicates in any spatial object includes relationships like over-

lap, inside, disjoint etc.which characterise the relative position between two spatial

objects. Similarly, topological predicates among spatial networks characterise the

relative position of two spatial networks that are preserved under certain continuous

transformations including all affine transformation. From a database and GIS perspective,

their development has been motivated by the necessity for a formally defined topological

predicates as filter conditions for spatial selections and spatial joins in spatial query

languages and as a support for spatial data retrieval and analysis tasks, both at the user

definition level for reasons of conceptual clarity and at the query processing level for

reasons of efficiency.

In this paper we base our definition of topological relationships on the 9-intersection

model first described in [12]. This rests on the point set theory and point set topology

and leverage the properties and relations of object components like boundaries,

interiors, and exteriors for the definition. The relationships described in [12] are based

on simple points, lines, and regions. These are inadequate for real life applications

because the geometric objects do not have sufficient complexity and variety of

geographic reality. Topological predicates on complex spatial data types have been
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described in [39]. These include complex points, complex lines, and complex regions.

The topological predicates described in [39] satisfy the properties of completeness and

exclusiveness. The property of completeness ensures a full coverage of all topological

situations. This implies that we are able to express any topological relationship

between two spatial objects. The property of exclusiveness ensures that two different

relationships cannot hold for the same two spatial objects. This ensures the uniqueness

of each topological relationship and avoids ambiguity and confusion.

In the 9 intersection matrix model, the binary topological relationship between two

spatial objects A and B, is based upon the comparison of A’s interior (Ao), boundary

(∂A), and exterior (A−) with B ’s interior (Bo), boundary (∂B), and exterior (B−). The six

subcomponents are intersected to form nine fundamental descriptions of a topological

relationship between two spatial objects described by the empty value or non-empty

value of the intersected parts. The topological predicate between two spatial objects

A and B is the ordered set of these nine intersections, called the 9 Intersection Matrix

(9IM) and is represented as a 3X3 matrix [24].

R(A,B) =


Ao ∩ Bo ∂A ∩ Bo A− ∩ Bo

Ao ∩ ∂B ∂A ∩ ∂B A− ∩ ∂B

Ao ∩ B− ∂A ∩ B− A− ∩ B−

Every different configuration of the matrix R represents different topological

relationships and relations having the same matrix is considered topologically equiv-

alent.

A spatial network ν : [A] is also composed by the three components, the boundary

(β(ν)), the interior (L(ν) − β(ν), and the exterior (R3 − L(ν)− β(ν)). These components

can be pairwise intersected with a second network ν : [B] to create the 9IM and

compute the topological relationship between the networks. In our model of topological

predicates among spatial networks, we take a variation of the basic 9IM model known

as the topological predicates for complex lines and use a “drill-down” approach to reveal

interesting predicates not captured by the 9IM model alone.
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A network channel (Section 3.1.2) is a single component 3D curve also known as a

simple curve. A simple curve is a single component linear feature with two end points as

defined in Section 3.1.2. A complex curve, also known as line3D, is defined as the union

of a finite number of simple curves. Since a spatial network consists of a number of

channels, the geometry of an entire spatial network is a complex spatial curve [38] in 3D

space. Several single component curves may share a common end point. The shared

end point belongs to the interior of the complex curve and is not a boundary point. The

formal definition of line3D is given in [38].

Since the geometry of a spatial network can be assumed to be a complex curve,

the topological predicates among spatial networks are nothing but the topological

predicates among complex curvers. So we discuss the topological relationships between

two non-empty, complex curves A and B. To accomplish this, we follow the approach

presented in the paper [39]. The total number of possible 9IM matrix is 512. But all of

them are not valid. We first present a set of constraint rules for two complex curves. The

constraint rules are formulated rule colloquially and later formalized by employing the

nine intersections. Next we explain why the constraint rule makes sense and is correct.

We presuppose that A and B are not empty, because topological relationships for empty

operands are not meaningful.

Lemma 1. The exterior of two complex curve objects always intersect with each other,

that is A− ∩ B− 6= φ

Proof: We know that A ∪ A− = A− ∪ A = R3 and B ∪ B− = B− ∪ B = R3. Hence

A− ∩ B− is empty if either (i) A = R3, or (ii)B = R3, or (iii)A ∪ B = R3. Since A and B

are objects of line3D, which are bounded, linear shapes of finite length, they are unable

to cover the unbounded space of R3.

Lemma 2. The interior of a complex curve object intersects either the interior, the

boundary, or the exterior of the other line object, that is

(Ao ∩ Bo 6= φ ∨ Ao ∩ ∂B 6= φ ∨ Ao ∩ B− 6= φ)∧
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(Ao ∩ Bo 6= φ ∨ ∂A ∩ Bo 6= φ ∨ A− ∩ Bo 6= φ)

Proof: Assuming that the constraint rule is false. Then (Ao ∩ Bo = φ ∨ Ao ∩ ∂B =

φ ∨ Ao ∩ B− = φ) ∧ (Ao ∩ Bo = φ ∨ ∂A ∩ Bo = φ ∨ A− ∩ Bo = φ). We show that the first

argument of the disjunction (similar for the second argument) leads to a contradiction. It

can be summarized as Ao ∩ (Bo ∪ ∂B ∪ B−) = Ao ∩R3 = φ. This is a contradiction to the

assumed non-emptiness of a line3D object requiring that Ao = φ and Ao ∩ R2 = Ao , that

is, Ao ⊂ R3.

Lemma 3. If the boundary of the complex curve object intersects the interior of another

curve object, its exterior also intersects the interior of the other curve object, that is,

((∂A ∩ Bo 6= φ ⇒ A− ∩ Bo 6= φ) ∧ (Ao ∩ ∂B 6= φ ⇒ Ao ∩ B− 6= φ))

↔ ((∂A ∩ Bo = φ ∨ A− ∩ Bo 6= φ) ∧ (Ao ∩ ∂B = φ ∨ Ao ∩ B− 6= φ))

Proof: Without loss of generality, let P be an endpoint of the boundary of A located

in the interior of B. From P exactly one curve of A starts or ends. Either P divides a

curve of B into two subcurves, or P is endpoint of more than one curve of B, into two

subcurves, or P is endpoint more than one curve of B. Hence, in P at least two curves

of B end. Since the curve of A can coincide with at most one of the curves of B, at least

on of the curves of B must be situated in the exterior of A.

Lemma 4. If the boundary of a complex line object intersects the exterior of another line

object, its interior also intersects the exterior of the other line object, that is,

((∂A ∩ B− 6= φ ⇒ Ao ∩ B− 6= φ) ∧ (A− ∩ ∂B 6= φ ⇒ A− ∩ Bo 6= φ))

↔ ((∂A ∩ B− = φ ∨ Ao ∩ B− 6= φ) ∧ (A− ∩ ∂B = φ ∨ A− ∩ Bo 6= φ))

Proof: For each point p ∈ B− we can find a neighbourhood N ∗ (p) such that

N ∗ (p) ⊂ B−. If p ∈ ∂A, in each neighbourhood of p we must find points of Ao , since a

curve of A starts at p. Hence, interior points of A exist that intersect B−.

These constraint are the same as the ones for line2D as shown in [39]. The paper

[39] shows that an evaluation of all the 512 3 × 3 - interaction matrix against these

constraint rules reveal that 82 matrices satisfy these rules and thus represent the
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possible topological predicates between two spatial networks. Consequently, these 82

relations are the total topological predicates which can appear in a the context of two

spatial networks. Each of these topological predicates are identified by a 9-tuple where

each item is a 0 or a 1 and they represent a single cell in the R(A,B) matrix. They are

written down in row-wise order and each sequence is known as the topology sequence

and there are only 82 such sequence corresponding to the possible 82 relations. Disjoint

is a well known topological predicate where the interiors and the boundary of one

network do not intersect the interior or the boundary of the other network. The R(A,B)

matrix representing the topological predicate along with its corresponding topology

sequence is show below:

R(A,B) =


0 0 1

0 0 1

1 1 1

The topology sequence, S , for this configuration is

S = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)

We term these 82 topological predicates as global topological predicates since they

consider the interior, exterior, and boundary point sets of the whole objects, and ignores

the fact that spatial networks are composed of individual and separate sub-components.

As a result, local topological information regarding the relationship between individual

components from each object is lost. Consider the situation that the interiors of two

spatial network intersect, but among the interior points, it may so happen that the access

points of two networks intersect, thus creating a transfer point situation. The overall

topological predicate using the 9IM model will be overlap, but the local transfer point

relationship is ignored in this case. If we can identify the transfer point situation, then

it can compute the shortest path between two points which span from one network to

another via the transfer point. This example illustrates the dominance of overlap over

transfer point. Similarly, the global meet may dominate over the local boundary transfer
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point relationship. In order to identify the local topological predicates, we perform a

drill-down step. We observe that the interior points of a network A, denoted by Ao is a

composition of the interior access points, Aoα and the interior points which are not access

points, denoted by Ao−. So,

Ao = Aoα ∪ Ao−

Similarly, we observe that the boundary points of a network ∂A, are composed of

the boundary points which are access points ∂Aα and boundary points which are not

access points, ∂A−, So,

∂A = ∂Aα ∪ ∂A−

Thus we see that each of the cells in the matrix R(A,B) actually consist of a matrix

in itself. We expand the matrix

Rextended(A,B) =


 Ao− ∩ Bo− Aoα ∩ Bo−


Ao− ∩ Boα Aoα ∩ Boα

 ∂A− ∩ Bo− ∂Aα ∩ Bo−


∂A− ∩ Boα ∂Aα ∩ Boα

 A− ∩ Bo−


A− ∩ Boα

 Ao− ∩ ∂B− Aoα ∩ ∂B−


Ao− ∩ ∂Bα Aoα ∩ ∂Bα

 ∂A− ∩ ∂B− ∂Aα ∩ ∂B−


∂A− ∩ ∂Bα ∂Aα ∩ ∂Bα

 A− ∩ ∂B−


A− ∩ ∂Bα

(
Ao− ∩ B− Aoα ∩ B−

) (
∂A− ∩ B− ∂Aα ∩ B−

) (
A− ∩ B−

)
As illustrated. Rextended(A,B), each cell of R(A,B) consist of a sub-matrix. The

cells of the sub-matrices contain either a 0 or a 1. Similar to the manner we reduced the

number of possible matrix of R(A,B), we can write down the constraint rules for each

of the sub matrices of Rextended(A,B). Now, we will take up each of the sub matrices in

Rextended(A,B) and write down the possible constraint rules and give the total number of

possible matrices. We number the rows and columns of the Rextended(A,B) matrix with

the first row being numbered 0 and increasing by one. The colum numbering also starts

from 0.

We start by examining the sub-matrix in the first row and first column, that is,

Rextended(A,B)[0, 0] =

Ao− ∩ Bo− Aoα ∩ Bo−


Ao− ∩ Boα Aoα ∩ Boα
There are no constraint rules for this sub matrix, so the total number of configurations

possible for this sub matrix is 24 = 16.
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The sub matrix in the first row, second column is given as,

Rextended(A,B)[0, 1] =

∂A− ∩ Bo− ∂Aα ∩ Bo−


∂A− ∩ Boα ∂Aα ∩ Boα
This matrix also does not have

any constraint rules associated with it, so the total number of configurations are 24 = 16.

This matrix is analogous to the matrix Rextended(A,B)[1, 0].

The sub matrix in the first row and third column is,

Rextended(A,B)[0, 2] =

A− ∩ Bo−


A− ∩ Boα
There one constraint rule attached with this

sub matrix is,

Lemma 5. If the interior access points of a spatial network intersects the exterior of

another spatial network, then the interior points of the first network will also intersect the

second network point.

(Aoα ∩ B− 6= φ)↔ (Ao− ∩ B− 6= φ)

(Boα ∩ A− 6= φ)↔ (Bo− ∩ A− 6= φ)

Proof: For each point p ∈ B− we can find a neighbourhood N(p) such that N(p) ⊂

B−. If p ∈ Aoα in each neighbourhood of p we must find points of Ao−, since a channel Ao

is a continuous curve with isolated Aoα points in it. Hence, interior non-access points of A

exist that intersect B−. So there are only 2 valid matric configuration. They are : 0


0

1


1
Using the same rule, we can conclude that Rextended(A,B)[2, 0] has two configurations

too. They are:(
0 0

) (
1 1

)
The rest of the sub-matrices do not have any applicable constraint rules on it.

The sub-matrices are also indicated by a sequence as explained for the global

topological predicates, but these sequences are considered as a binary numbers and

the matrix is identified by the equivalent decimal number. For example, if a matrix is of

the form :

0 0


1 1
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The corresponding sequence for this sub-matrix is 0011. This binary string is

converted to decimal number, which is 3. Thus the sub-matrix is identified by the number

3.

In order to specify a particular topological predicate, the first step is to check

the global predicate. There are 82 possible global predicates. These predicates are

identified by their unique topology sequence. As noted above the global topological

predicates cannot identify all possible configurations between two networks. If a greater

granularity is required, then a “drill down” approach is taken, where in some or all

the items in the topology sequence having a value of 1 is extended with the allowed

corresponding sub-matrix values. These sub matrices are identified with a number.

For example, meet is a well known topological predicate and intuitively it means that

only the boundary of the two interacting networks intersect. This can be represented

by the topology sequence, S = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). But this does not make a

distinction between the intersecting boundary points are access points or not. This

distinction is significant because if the meeting happens with access points, then the

relationship between the two networks can be termed as transfer-point meet. The

global topological predicate cannot distinguish between a simple meet and a transfer-

point meet. To identify the transfer-point meet predicate, we have to use the extended

sequence which labels some of the ones in the topological sequence with its sub-matrix

configuration. For the transfer-point meet, only the boundary access points (boundary

points which are also access points) should intersect. This is represented by the

sub-matrix Rextended(A,B)[1, 1] configuration 1. So, the extended topological sequence,

S ’, representing the transfer-point meet relationship is,

S ’ = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1(1), 1, 1, 1, 1)

The fifth item (representing Rextended(A,B)[1, 1]) is extended by the allowed configuration,

which is 1.
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CHAPTER 4
AN IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPT FOR COMPLEX USER DEFINED TYPES

Applications like genomic, multimedia, spatial objects and others make use of large,

variable-sized, highly structured complex application objects. Often biological sequence

data, spatial data, spatio-temporal data, multimedia data, and image data, etc.fits the

criteria of complex application objects. Currently, such objects are handled using file

system formats like HDF and NetCDF as well as the XML, BLOB, and iBLOB data

types in databases. Storing, accessing, and manipulating them in an application in a

standard, user-friendly, efficient, high-level manner is a challenge. All these mechanisms

represent complex application objects as low-level, binary strings and do not preserve

their structure, thus it forces the application developer to go down to the bit level to

manipulate them. Additionally, there is no way to implement operations on the complex

data type without loading the entire object in memory and interpreting the internal

structure of the data type first. These limitations impose considerable constrain on

the application developer. He has to not only create an implementation-oriented data

structure for the data type, but also has to access the data type by interpreting them at

the byte level instead of having an application oriented (semantic) view of the data type.

Which means the application developer (and the application) has to spend a majority of

the time managing the data himself rather than creating features of the application.

Our goal is to provide the type system implementer with an abstract data type view

of the complex application data. Abstract data type specifies the operations which can

be used on a data type without specifying how the data type is internally implemented.

After the application developer specifies the structure of the complex application data,

the data may be accessed by the high-level application oriented concepts only. This

would relieve the application developer from going down to the byte level to interpret

the structure of an application object. This abstract view of the data type will completely
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hide the underlying implementation of the data type, thus allowing multiple storage

mechanism to be used as appropriate.

In order to accomplish the above goals, we propose a generalized method, named

type structure specification (TSS), for representing and interpreting the structure

of application objects. This specification provides an interface for the type system

implementer to describe the structure of complex objects at the conceptual level

without any regard to the underlying storage mechanism. The TSS accepts the internal

structure of a data type in the form of a grammar. The TSS is part of a framework

called the TSS framework which implements procedures to capture and validate the

structure of application objects by means of a type structure specification grammar. Our

implementation of the TSS framework employs a generalized implementation concept

called intelligent binary large objects (iBLOBs), for the efficient and high-level storage,

retrieval, and update of hierarchically structured complex objects in databases. iBLOBs

store complex objects by utilizing the unstructured storage capabilities of DBMS and

provide component-wise access to them. The TSS framework abstracts the low level

implementation concept of the iBLOBS and provides a type system oriented way of

accessing the data. It provides the application developer with a clean, friendly interface

to create operations on the data type.

In Section 4.1 we describe the current mechanisms to describe and store large

complex application objects and the approaches to handle them. the entire environment

and the entities involved in the creation and usage of complex data types are explain

in Section 4.2. Next we introduce our TSS concept in Section 4.3. Some additional

functionality of the TSS framework is discussed in Section 4.4. Some performance

studies have been performed on the TSS framework and been explained in Section 4.5.

4.1 Issues in Representing Complex Application Objects

New emerging applications are generating large volumes of simple alphanumeric

data from sensing instruments like sensors, satellites, cameras, etc which describe
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complex objects (like hurricane, maps, DNA structure etc) and can be found in

biological, genomic, meteorological, multimedia, web, digital library, imaging, scientific,

geo-spatial and spatio-temporal applications. These complex objects all share

the common property of being highly structured, large in size and are of variable

representation length. Managing, manipulating and making use of these data require

domain specific application knowledge. This has led to the creation of specialized file

formats to store application objects. Databases are efficient at storing and handling

large amounts of data but current databases do not have any integrated mechanism of

storing complex application objects. Special file formats like NetCDF and NHD5 store

objects in files. They can store hierarchical and multi-dimensional data but since they

lack standard DBMS functionality like transaction management, recovery, concurrency

control, security features, etc. Additionally, there is no query language and all queries

have to be formulated in the application program. One mechanism of storing complex

application objects afforded by databases is blobs. But blob implementation interfaces

vary between DBMS. Consequently, software portability across DBMS systems is limited

and the variability of Blob interfaces make is difficult for third-party developers to create

database applications that are database independent. This is known as the general-

ity issue. Apart from the generality problem, blobs only allow data to be appended,

truncated and overwritten, it does not support general insertion and deletions (known

as the update problem). The generality and the update problem has been solved by the

iBLOB concept.

With the iBLOB concept, a number of issues related to creation of complex

application objects have been solved. But some issues still remain. Firstly, object

oriented features of SQL standard allow one to specify user-defined types (UDT) and

user defined functions (UDF), but the object oriented concepts suffer from a number of

disadvantages. They reveal the internal structure and representation of data. There is

no concept of encapsulation of the implementation of a type. So it is difficult to maintain
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Abstract Data Type concept for UDTs. Since there is no data hiding, it cannot be used

in a proprietary data. High-level ADTs are registered in the DBMS but the data is stored

in low-level BLOBs. Byte-level operations in BLOBs complicate the implementation

of high-level component-wise retrieval and update operations in ADTs. There is no

real ADT in databases but only restricted high-level modeling of complex application

objects. Complex data types should be designed as proper abstract data types that high

implementation details and access of the data should happen using high abstraction

level using domain specific concepts. Single entity view of complex data types are not

only elegant, but also allow complex data types to be first class citizen of database

management systems and can be treated like any other native database data type.

Secondly, the design and implementation of the complex user data types should

be independent of DBMS and any storage mechanism. The object should be able to be

stored in the memory or secondary storage without any special effort required by the

data type designer. This mechanism allows the data type user flexibility to choose where

to store the complex data objects seamlessly. This goal can be achieved if the stored

binary data correspond to the representation that algorithms can process in order to

avoid data conversions.

Finally, the type system designer should be able to describe and represent a new

complex data structure without using any implementation concepts. This means that

the type system designer should use domain specific concepts to specify the internal

representation of the complex application type. Access mechanism for objects of this

complex type should also be based on domain specific knowledge as specified by

the type system designer. This mechanism will avoid all types of low level physical

data store concepts and provide a very high level of abstraction which is close to the

application for the user to access the complex data objects thus freeing the user to learn

implementation concepts for data access and usage.
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4.2 TSS Usage

In this section we explain how the TSS framework will work together with various

other components in the creation of new complex application objects. A high level

abstract view (big picture) of the entire strategy along with the actors involved and their

roles have been explained here.

Figure 4-1. The levels of complex data usage and management

In the eco-system of user defined complex objects, at the top are the app de-

velopers as shown in Figure 4-1. These are the developers who use already defined

complex application objects to create new applications. GIS is an example of this class

of application. At this level, the app developer views a complex data type (for example,

region data type) as an abstract data type. That is, they do not know or need to know

the internal implementation of the complex data objects. They simply use the object

using the associated functions (for example area(), boundary()). The complex data types

have to be defined and implemented and this is done by the Type System Implementer

or TSI. The TSI’s role is to define new data types which includes specifying the internal

representation of the new data type and implementing the associated operation on it.

It is assumed that the TSI has no knowledge of the lower level implementation details
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of the storage mechanism and he or she would like to access and manipulate the data

using domain specific concepts. This means that instead of reading bytes or sequence

of bytes from the storage medium, the TSI would like to have component wise access

to the internal components and sub-components of an object of a complex data type.

In order to do so, the TSI makes use of the TSS framework to define and implement

the new data types. In order to define the structure of the data type the TSI uses the

concept of the grammar described above. To access and manipulate objects of complex

data types in a domain specific concepts, he uses the facilities provided by the TSS

framework which have been described later on in this section.

The TSS framework has been designed and implemented by us and we call

ourselves the TSS framework designer. The TSS framework relies on the iBLOB

interface for storing and manipulating data. The iBLOB is a generic mechanism for

storing and accessing complex data and has been implemented by the iBlob designer.

The following are the list of benefits enjoyed by the TSI and the application

developer in using the TSS framework to create new complex data types.

• From TSI point of view

– Easy way to create Complex Data Types: The TSS framework provides all
the tools to describe a data type and use it in a very intuitive fashion. The
structure is defined by the grammar which is completely textual and can be
written in a text file. The grammar uses only traditional grammar conventions
and universally known keywords for basic data type and introduces very few
new concepts. It is very easy to learn and not steep learning curve. In spite
of being easy to write down, almost all hierarchical and graphic structures
can be represented using the grammar. This range from representing simple
basic data types, array or list types to complex spatial data types like spatial
networks. The framework includes a TSS Parser which parsers the grammar
and indicates if there are any errors in them. Currently we have a C++
implementation, but since the TSS framework implementation does not take
any language specific features, it can be implemented and used with any
object oriented language.

– Type System Implementer is completely agnostic about storage medium : A
TSI’s responsibility is reduced to only access and manipulate an object using
the TSS framework. The TSI does not need to worry about whether the object
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is being stored in files, database, or in the main memory. The access for all
these medium is through the TSS framework only.

– Access and modify components of a complex object using application
semantics only : The TSS framework completely eliminates the need to use
any implementation concept to modify complex application objects. The TSI
does not need to know how the data is organized in the iBlob object and
how to access them. The TSI can access and modify the components of a
complex object using application level semantically tokens defined by him in
the grammar.

– Auto-generate code from TSS grammar relieving the TSI from writing boiler
plate code

• From the point of App Developer

– Can create Complex objects on any kind of storage medium

– Have a ADT view of application data object with defined operations on it

– Can perform operations on concrete objects stored in different storage
medium simultaneously without any extra effort

4.3 The Concept of Type System Specification Framework

The Type System Specification (TSS) framework is a complete framework to

specify the internals of a complex data type, access mechanism for complex data type

objects, and a mechanism to use the complex data type objects in application programs

like an abstract data type. The internals of a complex data type is specified by the

concept of grammar which is a simple, textual representation of the type (Section 4.3.1).

The concept of Path (Section 4.3.2) which provides a very high level abstract way of

accessing the data without referring to the implementation details. And the concept

of ADT package (Section 4.3.3). which is used to create a complex data type as an

abstract data type in an integrated way and use it in an application program like any

other data type.

4.3.1 TSS Grammar

In order to use the TSS framework to define a new data type, the application

developer has to specify the internal structure of the data type. This can be achieved

by using a type specification grammar also known as grammar in short. Grammar is a
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textual representation of the internal structure of a complex data type which is written

down based on certain set of rules given below. The grammar is designed to be easily

specified by the type designer using traditional grammar rules. All complex objects

have a well defined hierarchical internal structure. As an example, Region (Figure 4-2)

is a complex data type consisting of many internal sub-components including faces,

outer cyles, inner cycles, hole cycles, some of which some of which have their own

sub-components (eg. segments).

The type specification grammar allows the type system implementer to define

hierarchical structure of any complex object. The components of this tree-like hierarchy

can be distinguished into Base Objects (BO) which are the leaf nodes representing

indivisible base components. The type of these base components can be of any one

of the thirteen primitive data types provided by C++. We will assume that all the base

objects for a grammar is represented by the set B. Then there are Structured Objects

(SO) which are internal nodes with additional structure or base objects and are assumed

to be represented by the set S . There are some nodes in the tree structure which

are called Reference Objects (RO), which are pointer nodes linking to other base

or structured objects, represented by the set R. The RO allows the imposition of a

secondary access structure to the base data apart from the primary one represented by

the hierarchical tree. The RO also allows the representation to be a complex directed

graph structure apart from being only a tree. All the RO nodes point to a structured

object or base object and a ‘&’ is used to denote the node being pointed to by the RO.

The type system specification allows the definition of structured object lists,

reference object lists, or base object lists apart from there individual counterpart. A

list is a sequence of objects grouped together and is indicated be the ‘+’ sign after an

object. Any component of either the base object, structured object or the reference

object is specified in the grammar in the form varName:typeName. The typeName is the

name of the structured object or base object type while the varName is a variable name
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attached to the type. The top level data type (also known as the root of the grammar)

need not have a variable name associated with it. The grammar takes each structured

object and specifies how it is further expanded into sub-components. Starting at the

root (top level data type) all the branches of expansion recursively ends in one or more

reference objects and/or base objects.

region

regionLabel:char+ vface:Face+ index:&Segment+

faceLabel:char+

vOCycle:OuterCycle vHCycle:HoleCycle+

vSeg:Segment+ vSeg:Segment+

Figure 4-2. The components of the region data type

In order to lay down the rules to create the grammar, we first define the concept of

identifier. An identifier is of the form :

1. identifier = identstart|identpart∗

2. identstart = A-Z|a-z

3. identpart = (identstart|0− 9)∗

All the s ∈ S has to be formed by the following rules :

1. s = varName“:”sTypeName

2. varName = identifier

3. sTypeName = identifier
All the r ∈ R has to be formed by the following rules :

1. s = varName“:”rTypeName

2. varName = identifier

3. rTypeName = identifier
All the b ∈ B has the following structure :
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1. b = varName “:” bTypeName

2. varName = identifier

3. bTypeName = (“unsigned char” | “char” | “unsigned short int” |

“short int” | “unsigned int” | “int”|

“unsigned long int” | “long int” |

“bool” | “float” | “double” | “long double” | “wchar t” )
The TSI may specify the type system specification for any new data type in a textual

representation which follows the following rules :

1. TypeSpec = stmt+

2. stmt = LHS “::=” RHS“;”

3. LHS = st|rt,where st is a sNameType, rt is a rNameType

4. if LHS = st :

then RHS = (b|s|r |b“ + ”|s“ + ”|r“ + ”)+,

where s ∈ S , r ∈ R, b ∈ B, st ∈ sNameType

5. if LHS = rt :

then RHS = (“&”b|“&”s),where s ∈ S , rt ∈ rNameType, b ∈ B

6. ∀ st in RHS ∃! st in LHS where s ∈ sTypeName

7. ∀ rt in RHS ∃! rt in LHS where r ∈ rTypeName
The order of the statements do not matter.

The grammar for any data type has to be in a file and the file name of the grammar

file has to be the exactly similar to the name of the top level data type being defined

suffixed with “.tss”. Additionally, there exists an import statement which may be added

along with the specification. This statement is used to build up a new data type using

earlier defined type specifications without the need for redefining them again. The earlier

defined data type may not be redefined, but simply imported into the new specification

using the statement ‘import OldDatatype;’. The TSS framework will look for the already
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defined type in a file named after the import data type name suffixed by “.tss” in the

current directory.

The following is an example grammar for region data type specification. The region

type specification uses an already defined type called Segments which has been simply

imported instead of being redefined.

Contents of the file region.tss

region ::= regionlabel:char+ face:Face+ ;

Face ::= faceLabel:char+ vOCycle:OuterCyclevHCycle:HoleCycle+;

OuterCycle ::= vSeg:Segment+ ;

HoleCycle ::= vSeg:Segment+ ;

import Segment;
Contents of the file Segment.tss

Segment::= startingpoint:double+ endingpoint:double+

4.3.2 Path Concept

The concept of Path is central to accessing and manipulation the complex data

object from a high level of abstraction with domain specific concepts. Paths are used

to refer to sub-components of a complex object and they represent a route starting

from the root of the data type hierarchy and goes all the way to a sub-component of

the structure. It can be written down in a textual form consisting of a dot separated

string consisting of component variable names with indices within square brackets

indicating specific elements in a list. Note that the indices start from zero. For example,

“region.vFace[1].hOCycle[4].vSeg[5]” denotes a path and it points to the second face’s

fifth holecycle’s sixth segment. The path may continue to a base object or stop at a

structured object, but it must always start at the root.

The path objects can be treated like a string and in the sense that strings can

be added to it to extend it. Since the path depend only on the grammar provided

by the type designer, the path is a flexible application specific instrument to refer to
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Table 4-1. Path function signatures
Function Group Signatures

Path Creation createPath :→ Path
createPath : string → Path

Set
set : Path × T → int

set : Path × T []× uint → int
set : Path × Path → int

Read read : Path → T
read : Path → T []

Append append : Path × T []× uint → int
append : Path × Path → Path

Deletion removeObj : Path → bool

Auxilliary

count : Path → int
isBO : Path → B
i sSO : Path → B
i sRO : Path → B
i sList : Path → B

sub-components by entirely abstracting from any physical implementation concept of

bytes or pointers. The path concept are associated with a set of four basic functions to

read and manipulate the data. They are the set function, the get function, the append

function, and the remove function. It has a set of axillary functions like count, isBO, and

isSO, isRO, and isList. The simple interface combined with a intuitive list of function

makes learning the system very simple. The complete list is given in Table 4.3.2. The

details of the functions are given in the Appendix.

4.3.3 ADT Package

The TSS framework makes it incredibly easy to create and use a user defined

complex data type as abstract data types. During the implementation of a complex

user defined data type, the type system designer, also known as the Type System

Implementer (TSI) is completely agnostic to the physical storage location of the actual
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object. The user of the complex data type is given the option of choosing the appropriate

storage location using the Object Location concept. The process of creating a complex

data type by abstracting from the physical storage and the the concept of object location

is described in this section.

After specifying the internal structure of a grammar, the TSI needs to create a

class for the particular complex data object to implement operations on it. All Complex

User Defined data Types (CUDT) classes created by TSI has to inherit a virtual base

class called UDT. The UDT contains an iBlob object which will be the foundation of

storage of the about to be created complex data type so there is no need to declare a

variable of type iBlob in the definition of a complex user defined data type. The UDT

class has functions to associate a storage location with a complex object. (The actual

storage location is created by the application developer and is explained later). These

functions free the TSI from creating and allocating physical storage of the data object.

This also has an added effect that the TSI’s implementation is not dependent on the

type of physical storage medium. In all the member functions of the data type, the

TSI needs to simply check whether storage location has been allocated or not before

performing any operation on the CUDT. The TSI needs to simply check whether storage

location has been allocated or not before performing any operation on the complex

data type. This can be accomplished by calling the UDT class member function called

isStorageAllocated() which returns true if storage has been allocated to this object by

the application developer else it returns a false if it hasn’t been allocated. The UDT class

also provides a function called getStore which returns an iBlob variable for the TSI to

use and manipulates using a TSS object and the Path concept.

Figure 4-3 shows the class hierarchy between UDT and other user defined classes.

As shown in the figure, the UDT class has two variables and one of them is an iBlob

variable. It also provides three member functions: A constructor, allocateLocation(), to
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be used internally to allocate location to an instance of the CUDT and isStorageAllo-

cated(), to be used by the TSI to check whether the particular CUDT object has been

allocated storage or not. The sub-classes of segment, region, and DNA are CUDTs

created by TSIs. It is essential for these classes to have an object of the TSS class to

manipulate the complex object with.

UDT

- p: iBlob*

- bStorageAllocated:bool

+ allocatedStorage(iBlob *) : int

+ isStorageAllocated() : bool

Segment

- grammarFile : string

- t: TSS

- ...

+ Segment()

+ insertValue(): int

+ intersect(Segment):

Point

+ ...

Region

- grammarFile:String

- t:TSS

- ....

+ region()

+ insertSegment(): int

+ intersect(region):

region

+ ...

DNA

- grammarFile: String

- t: TSS

- ...

+ DNA()

+ insertValues(): int

+ replicate() : DNA

+ ...

InheritsInherits

Figure 4-3. The class hierarchy for complex user defined datatypes

In order to demonstrate the mechanism explained earlier we use a relatively simple

complex data type called Segment. The grammar representation is as follows.

Contents of the file segment.tss

Segment ::= lPt:Coordinate rPt:Coordinate;

Coordinate::= lat:double lon:double
The actual implementation of the complex data type is does using the concept of

opaque pointers. An opaque pointer is a data type declared to be a pointer to a record

or data structure of some unspecified type. It is a mechanism to hide the implementation

details of an interface from the users, so that the implementation may be changed

without the need to recompile the modules using it. This benefits the programmer as
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well since a simple interface can be created, and most details can be hidden in another

file. This is important for providing binary code compatibility through different versions

of a shared library, for example. Listing 1 shows the Segment class. The Segment class

represents a segment comprising of two end points. All complex classes which intends

to use TSS has to inherit a class called UDT (Line 6). In the example, the Segment

class has four public functions : the constructor, the destructor, the insertValue function,

the isIntersects, and the print function. The insert value functions takes the endpoints of

the segment and creates a segment. The isIntersects function takes another segment

and checks whether they two segments intersect. The print function reads back the

segment and prints out the endpoint values. Notice that the private part of the Segment

class contains the declaration of an inner class called SegmentImpl. This is followed by

the declaration of a pointer of type SegmentImpl. The actual implementation details are

in the SegmentImpl class thus effectively hiding the details from the user of this data

type library.
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1 #include "TSS.h"

2 #include "UDT.h"

3

4 class Segment:public UDT

5 {

6 public:

7 Segment();

8 int insertValue(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2);

9 void print();

10 bool isIntersects(Segment seg2);

11 ~Segment();

12

13 private:

14 class SegmentImpl;

15 SegmentImpl *segment;

16 };

Listing 1. The Segment class

The actual implementation happens in the file Segment.cpp. The SegmentImpl

class is declared in this file and the class is listed in Listing 2. The SegmentImpl class

has a member variable of type string called grammarFile (line 9) to store the location of

the grammar file and an TSS object t (Line 10). These member variables are assigned

in the constructor.
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1 #include "Segment.h"

2

3 class Segment::SegmentImpl

4 {

5 public:

6 SegmentImpl():grammarFile("segment/Segment.tss"), t(grammarFile, true){}

7 private:

8 const std::string grammarFile;

9 const TSS t;

10 };

Listing 2. The SegmentImpl class implementation

The following code (Listing 3) is a snippet from the implementation of the Segment

class (in file Segment.cpp). This is the function insertValue which takes four double

end points. In Line 4, the TSI verifies that storage has actually been allocated for this

object using the inherited function isStorageAllocated. If not, then the function exists.

In Line 7 and Line 8, the TSI creates two Path objects pointing to “Segment.lPt” and

“Segment.rPt” respectively. This is done using the TSS function createPath. The

createPath function takes a path string and an iBlob object. The iBlob object is returned

by another inherited function getStore. The simple interface of Path object is displayed

in Line 10 when the Path object pLpt is extended with “lat” by simply using the addition

operator creating the Path object pLptLat which points to “Segment.lPt.lat” indicating the

latitude of the left end point of the segment. The value of this component is assigned

using the set function as shown in Line 11.
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1 int Segment::insertValue(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2)

2 {

3 // Check if storage location allocated

4 if(!isStorageAllocated())

5 return 0;

6

7 Path pLpt = segment->t.createPath("Segment.lPt", getStore());

8 Path pRpt = segment->t.createPath("Segment.rPt", getStore());

9

10 Path pLptLat = pLpt + "lat";

11 pLptLat.set(x1);

12

13 Path pLptLon = pLpt + "lon";

14 pLptLon.set(y1);

15

16 Path pRptLat = pRpt + "lat";

17 pRptLat.set(x2);

18

19 Path pRptLon = pRpt + "lon";

20 pRptLon.set(y2);

21

22 return 1;

23 }

Listing 3. The insertValue function implementation

The ObjLoc concept is a flexible mechanism to allocate storage to a complex object

before it is used. The ObjLoc concept allows the application developer to decide the

exact physical storage to be used for the complex object when the application program
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is being implemented. The ObjLoc is based on the iBLob concept, that is, it is assumed

that there is an iBlob storage structure where all storage happens. This mechanism

does not restrict possible storage options since iBlob is a wrapper over concrete storage

methods like databases, files, and memory.

The app developer uses the CUDT created by the TSI for its applications. Before

the app developer may use any object of CUDT, he has to first create a storage location

and bind it to the object. Once an object has been bound, all the operations defined in

the object can be performed. The storage needs to be bound only once and it remains

associated with the object till its lifetime. The storage may not be changed after it has

been bound. This section explains the steps needed to use a CUDT.

First the storage has to be created before it can be allocated. This is done with the

help of ObjLoc and its sub-classes. As shown in Figure 4-4, the base class ObjLoc is

inherited and specialized for various storage cases. The specialized class ObjLocO-

racle is specialized to handle Oracle Database store. Similarly, we may have file and

other database stores too. The constructor of these specialized object locations take

appropriate arguments. The ObjLocOracle takes an OCILobLocator, OCIError, and an

OCISrvCntx variables as arguments. The OCILobLocator is a pointer to a Blob object

from the database which has to be created earlier. The ObjLoc base class has a pure

virtual bind() function which has to be re-defined in its sub-classes. The bind() function

binds an CUDT to a ObjLoc object.

The following shows how a Segment object is used by the application developer.

He first uses the OCI functions to get the OCILobLocator and other Oracle related

parameters. The app developer then creates an object of ObjLocOracle (Line No. 18).

Afterwards, he may use the Segment object to call any of its member functions. It is

the responsibility of the TSI to check that the bind() function has been called before any

operation on that complex object takes place. This can be easily handled by calling an
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ObjLoc

+ virtual bind(UDT &): int

ObjLocOracle

- lob: OCILobLocator *

- errhp: OCIError *

- svchp: OCISvcCtx *

+ ObjLocOracle(OCILobLocator *,

                         OCIError *,

                         OCISvcCtx*)

+ bind(UDT &): int

Implements

Figure 4-4. The class hierarchy for ObjLoc

already defined function in UDT class called isStorageAllocated() which returns a true

or a false value as appropriate.

Please note that the function prepareBLOB In DB() has not been shown explicitly.

It is assumed that this function returns the parameters (mylob, errhp, svchp) required by

Oracle.
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1 int main(int argc, char* argv[])

2 {

3 // ESTABLISH CONNECTION TO THE DATABASE

4 // and create the datastructures required for Oracle connection

5 // like OCILobLocator *, ServerContext etc.

6 prepareBLOB_In_DB(string("phoenix.cise.ufl.edu:1521/orcl"),

7 string(username),

8 string(password));

9

10

11 // Create an uninitialized Segment object

12 Segment seg1;

13

14 // Create a Oracle Store Location

15 ObjLoc *ol = new ObjLocOracle(mylob, errhp, svchp);

16

17 // Bind the Segment to the Oracle Store Location

18 ol->bind(seg1);

19

20 // Work on the Segment object using provided functions

21 seg1.insertValue(0.0,0.0,10.0,10.0);

22 seg1.print();

23

24 return 1;

25 }

Listing 4. Code Written by App Developer who Utilizes Segment class
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4.4 Additional Functionality of TSS

One of the important features of the TSS is the capacity to handle arrays or lists.

Very frequently, we need to store base objects as lists. For example, segments maybe

considered to be an array of four double objects. Similarly, words in a book may be

considered to be a list of characters. Due to the pervasive nature of such constructs,

base object lists are treated specially by the TSS framework. The TSS framework

has a set of function to read and write the list of base objects all at once. Reading the

base objects together can be done using the readIntArray() and the readDoubleArray

operations. Writing to them may be accomplished using the set functions which are

overloaded to accept an array of either int or double.

Apart from list, matrices and higher dimensional objects need to be represented in

some complex objects and the TSS framework allows any number of dimensions to be

represented. The idea here is to view a matrix as a list of rows which each consist of a

list of columns each. For example, to represent a matrix as shown in Figure 4-5.

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

col 1 col 2 col 3 col 4 col 5

Figure 4-5. An example matrix

Assuming all the cells in the matrix are of type integer, we can conceptually view the

structure in the following form (Figure 4-6). It shows that a matrix is composed of a list

of Rows and each Row itself is composed of a list of base objects called vcol which are

of type int. To mirror the matrix in Figure 4-5, the vrow has to be a list containing three

items corresponding to the three rows. And each of these items will contain five base

objects of type integer. In order to access the third row’s second column’ element, we

have to define a path as “matrix.vrow[2].vcol[1]”. Note that since base element lists are
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also treated as a single object, entire rows can be read using TSS’s built in operation at

a time.

This strategy can be used to represent any of the thirteen base object types as the

type of each cell. Moreover, the matrix can be extended to represent higher dimensional

structures as well. This kind of representation allows a number of benefits. Firstly,

depending on the requirement and reading habits of a application, we can implement a

row-major or a column-major matrix. Since the TSS does not enforce an exact size on

the lists, we can have rows having unequal sized column. That is, if for some reason, the

2nd row needs to have only 2 columns instead of 5, this will be allowed by the TSS. The

column size can be extended or shrunk at a later time too. It saves storage space when

we want variable sized matrix. In regular matrix representation, the length is generally

dictated by the length of the largest column and thus have unused spaces for the other

rows.

matrix

vrow:Row+

vcol:int+

Figure 4-6. The hierarchical structure of a matrix

Reference objects are useful in enforcing a secondary structure to a complex object

in addition to the main structure or to have a index on it. The following example brings

out the utility of the reference objects. Lets suppose we have the region data type

hierarchy as shown earlier. In addition to that, we incorporate another variable called

index of type reference object pointing to Segments, which itself is a structured object.

The modified structure is shown in Figure 4-7 and the grammar is as follows :

Contents of the file region.tss
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region ::= regionlabel:char+ face:Face+ index:&Segment;

Face ::= faceLabel:char+ vOCycle:OuterCyclevHCycle:HoleCycle+;

OuterCycle ::= vSeg:Segment+ ;

HoleCycle ::= vSeg:Segment+ ;

import Segment;
Contents of the file Segment.tss

Segment ::= lPt:Coordinate rPt:Coordinate;

Coordinate::= lat:double lon:double;

region

regionLabel:char+ vface:Face+ index:&Segment+

faceLabel:char+

vOCycle:OuterCycle vHCycle:HoleCycle+

vSeg:Segment+ vSeg:Segment+

Figure 4-7. The components of the region data type including Index

According to the main structure of regions, the segments are arranged according

to the face they belong to. On many operations, mostly while computing intersections,

it is necessary to access the segments in a region on a lexicographical order. This can

be achieved by the index:&Segment. This reference object is a list and each item of this

list points to a segment in the region object. We can order this list of segment pointers

to point to segments in lexicographical order. Since the reference objects are pointers to

actual segments, they do not take up any extra space and reading the list of the index

reference objects, we get the segments in the desired lexicographical order.

4.5 Performance Studies

The TSS represents a wrapper on the iBLOB infrastructure for storage infrastructure.

So it is expected to perform not better than the iBLOB in terms of reading and writing
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speeds. In order to evaluate the performance, we stored and read objects of Seg-

ment data type. Segment is a geometric primitive and is represented by a straight line

segment connecting two end points. The end points are located by the latitude and

longitude values. The grammar of the Segment data type is given in Definition 4-7. The

write tests included a series of writes of segment data types using the TSS concept and

using the raw iBlob API. The write operations have been timed. Chart 4-8 compares

the time required in writing the segments. The chart shows that the time taken to write

segments to the database using the TSS framework is consistently lower than the time

taken to segments to the database using the iBLOB APIs directly. The chart comparing

the read times of segments using the TSS framework versus the iBLOB API also shows

a similar trend.

Figure 4-8. Comparison of time required to write Segments using TSS and iBLOB API

This result can be attributed to the caching mechanism built in the TSS Path

implementation. Whenever a path is created or traversed, the endpoint is stored in the

path object for subsequent calls to the same path. Since the destination address is
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of time required to read Segments using TSS and iBLOB API

stored in the path object hopping of links are avoided any time the same component is

accessed instead the sub component is directly addressed.

4.6 Summary

It is increasingly clear that an integrated way of designing, creating, handling

and manipulating complex application objects as abstract data type is required. This

mechanism should be independent of physical storage and allow the users to access the

data using a high level of abstraction. The iBlob concept allows the storage of complex

data in a hierarchical format and addresses the issues related to generality, variable

length, and update problems. So it only addresses a small portion of the entire gamut

of issues related to the creation of complex data types. The most important concern

related to iBlob usage is that it requires the user to know low level implementation

details for it to be used.

The TSS framework is a comprehensive framework to design, implement, and use

complex data types from a very high level of abstraction using only domain specific

knowledge while providing the flexibility to choose any physical storage location ranging
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from databases to memory or files. The TSS framework is flexible enough to be able to

represent from simple primitive data types (eg. character or integer) to complex data

types (eg. spatial data type). The framework can represent lists of arbitrary length,

represent matrix and multi-dimensional data. The TSS framework allows the type

system designer to specify the internal structure of the complex data type using domain

specific terms, concept, and knowledge in the form of a grammar and then allows

access to the data using the same terms and concept thus completely abstracting

any low level implementation details. The framework makes the implementation of

the operations on the data type to be completely independent of the storage location.

Finally, the TSS framework allows the usage of any complex data type in an application

program as any class object.
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SPATIAL NETWORKS IN DATABASE SYSTEM

In this section we will describe how the abstract spatial network concept has been

implemented as the data type snet using the TSS framework and incorporated in the

database system. This section explains the internal representation of a snet object. The

spatial network data type can be used in two ways. First, it can be used in a program

as an object of the class snet. Secondly, it can be used in the context of databases at

the SQL prompt. This section explains how both the implementations are obtained, that

is, how the snet data type has been implemented outside the database (Section 5.1)

and how the spatial network data type has been incorporated in the Oracle database

management system (Section 5.2). Later it explains how to make use of the spatial

network data type in databases.

5.1 The Spatial Network Implementation

The spatial network data type has been implemented as a data type called snet.

The snet data type has been implemented using the TSS framework. First, the grammar

of the internal representation of the snet data type has been determined. In order to

understand the internal data structure of the spatial network, we need to know few

concepts related to the spatial network data model. A spatial network consist of a

number of channels. These channels are geometrically represented by a 3D curve.

Associated with each such channel is set of attributes and their corresponding values.

The values associated with attributes may not remain constant over the entire length

of a channel. Junctions are a conceptual entity in a spatial network and is colloquially

defined as the point where two or more channels intersect thus allowing materials

to flow from one channel to another. Junctions have impact on the shortest path

computations. Crossover points are points in the network where one channel goes

over another channel and does not intersect. Bridges are example of crossover points.

Another native feature of spatial networks are access points. They are special points
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along channels which allow material to go in and out of the network. Access points also

allow transfer points to form when access points from two different network lay at the

same point. In the following part, the implementation structure of the spatial network is

explained in detail.

The geometry of a channel is approximated be a series of segments. Segments

are straight line components represented by the location of their endpoints. A series of

consequent segments make up the geometry of a channel. Locations in the channel

are referred by the concept of linear reference. The starting point of a channel is given

the value 0 and the end point of the channel is given the value 1. All the intermediate

points in the channel are referred to by a real number between 0 and 1 representing the

ratio of the distance from the starting point. In the data structure for spatial networks, the

segments of a channel are related to a channel using the concept of linear referencing.

That is, all the segments represent a range in the channel they belong to and the

starting point’s linear reference and the ending point’s linear reference together form

the range of the segment. All the channels also contain the reference to junctions

which are on it. The location of the junctions are given by linear referencing also. A

third component associated with a channel is its minimum bounding box. A minimum

bounding box is the smallest three dimensional box enclosing an entire channel and

is essential for quickly computing the intersection of a channel with another spatial

object. The minimum bounding box is represented by three points of the box. Finally,

the thematic attributes associated with the channel are stored as a part of the channel.

There are two kinds of attributes, point attributes and line attributes. Points attributes

are attributes whose value are valid at a particular point in the channel. This includes

attributes for example position of bus stops on the road network. Line attributes are

attributes which span for a length of the channel. For example, the speed limits are valid

for a continuous range of a channel. Each attribute of the network has an entry in the

attribute list and for each attribute, there is an associated name, and a list of a range
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with their associated values with one entry for each different value for the attribute in the

channel. The range is given by linear reference and is a single point for point attributes.

The segments of a network are stored separately. The segments of a spatial

network are ordered according to lexicographical order and a segment consist of a

channel it belongs to, the range in that channel it represents, and a half segment. A

half segment is a geometric primitive type consisting of a segment and a bool indicating

the dominating end. Half segment representation is useful when computing plane

sweep algorithms. Junctions consist of its location in space, and the list of intersecting

channels.

The internal design of the snet data type consist of four top level components. They

are the channels, the segments, the junctions, and the attribute index. The segments

of the channels are separately stored in lexicographical order with a reference to

the channel it belongs to. Even though junction locations can be computed from the

channels, they are explicitly stored in the snet data representation. The fourth item is an

index which maintains a sorted list of attribute values and the corresponding segments

they appear in to allow quick access to components having specific values or range of

values.

Each channel itself is a structured object and it consist of four items. They are the

lSegments which is a list of segments of the particular channel sequenced in order

consisting of a reference to the segment and the position it starts indicated by a linear

reference. The lJunctions which is a list of junctions, the Minimum bounding box, and

the attribute values.

The second branch of the snet object are the segment list. Each segment consist

of a reference to the channel it belongs to, the position range in that particular channel,

and a half segment representing the segment. All the segments in the list are ordered in

lexicographically increasing order.
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The third element in the snet data type are the list of junctions. The junctions

comprise of it’s location which is of type Point3D and a list of references to channels

which intersect at the location to form the junction.

The final component of a snet object is the attribute index. There is an index for

each attribute which enables quick search for a channel given an attribute value since its

a mapping from the attribute value space to the channels.

We first provide the structure of the snet data type using a diagram (Figure 5-1)

and then list the textual grammar specification. Later, we explain the structure and the

semantics in the structure of the snet

snet

channel:Channel+ segment:Segment+ junction:Junction+

index:AttributeIndex+

lseg:lSegment+ ljunctions:lJunctions+ pMM:MBB2D attribute:Attribute+

linearRef:double

segPointer:&Segment

ref:double

junctionPtr:&Junction

name:char+ indexPtr:&attributeIndexvalue:Values+

startPtRef:doubleendPtRef:doubleval:bool

channelPtr:&Channel seg:hSegrange:Range

startRef:double endRef:double

loc:Point3D InteractingChPtr:&Channel+

name:char+orderedSeg:OrderedSeg

segRef:&Segment+

Figure 5-1. The internal representation of Snet data type

The following is the grammar for the type system shown above:
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(i) snet ::= channel:Channel+ segment:Segment+

junction:Junction+ index:AttributeIndex+

(ii) Channel ::= lseg:lSegment+ ljunction:lJunction+

pMM:MBB2D attribute:Attribute+

(iii) lSegment ::= linearRef:double segpointer:&Segment

(v) lJunctions ::= ref:double junctionPtr:&Junction

(vii) Attribute ::= name:char+ value:Values+ indexPtr:&AttributeIndex

(viii) Values ::= startPtRef:double endPtRef:double val:bool

(x) Segment ::= channelPtr:&Channel range:Range seg:hSeg

(xii) Range ::= startRef:double endRef:double

(xiii) Junction ::= loc:Point3D InteractingChPtr:&Channel+

(xv) AttributeIndex ::= name:char+ orderedSeg:OrderedSeg

(xvi) OrderedSeg ::= segRef:&Segment
Line (i) states that at the top level a snet object has four entities - Channels

representing the concept of channels (including the geometry and thematic attributes),

Junctions representing the concept of junctions, Segment to store the actual geometry

of the channels, and AttributeIndex to maintain an index structure to the thematic

attributes associated with the network. The channel:Channel is a list object and

the list contains all the channels in the network. The segment:Segment is also a list

containing all the physical segments which make up each channel in the network. The

junction:Junction is also a list containing information for all the junctions in a network.

The attributeIndex is a list and there is one entry for each attribute in the label set of the

network.

Line (ii) represents the Channel entity. It contains the details of each of the

channel in the network. There is one entry for segments called lseg:lSegment. It is

a list of segments which make up the particular channel arranged in a contagious

order. The junction:lJunction represents all the junctions in the particular channel.
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The pMM:MBB2D is the bounding rectangle of the projection of the channel and

attribute:Attribute stores the attribute values associated with the channel.

Line (iii) explains the type lSegment. It contains the starting location of the segment

in the particular channel as a real number between 0 and 1 named as linearRef. The

actual segment is referenced by the reference object segPointer which points to an

object of Segment (Line (iv)).

Line (v) lJunction represents all the junctions local to that channel. The position

of the junction is given relative to the channel as a linear reference by the entity ref:D,

and the details of the junction is referred to by the junctionPtr:RO which points to the

Junction type (Line (vi)).

Line (vii) represents the attribute values associated with a channel. Any attribute

has a name:S, the values it assume for that channel (value:Values) and a reference,

indexPtr:RO, which refers to the AttributeIndex (Line (ix)) for that particular attribute in

order to expedite searches for that attribute.

Line (viii) states that the values of a particular attribute for a particular channel

is stored as val with the starting where the attribute assumed that particular value

(startPtRef:D) and the ending point (in the same channel) where the attribute assumed

the particular value (endPtRef:D).

Line (x) represents the actual segments in the network. It consists of a channelPtr:RO

referencing the channel a particular segment belongs to (Line (xi)), the range of the

channel which is represented by that segment (range:Range) and the actual segment

(seg:hSeg) represented by a half segment.

Line (xii) shows that a Range is represented by a starting point reference and a

ending point reference.

Line (xiii) tells how a junction consist of. It consists of a geometric 3D point

representing its location (loc:Point3D) and a list of interactingChPtr:RO which are a
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list of reference objects referring to the Channel type (Line (xiv)) indicating the channels

which intersect to create the junction.

Line (xv) denotes the index structure for each of the attributes in the label type of

the snet object. It is a list and each entry consist of the name of the attribute it indexes

(name:S) and a list of segments. The segments are ordered such that the value of

the particular attribute are in an increasing order in the sequence of the segments.

(orderedSeg:OrderedSeg).

Once the grammar has been decided, the actual snet class been implemented.

The entire implementation of the snet class has been done in C++ to take advantage

of the TSS framework. In all the operations associated with the snet class, the TSS’s

path objects have been used to access the internal data of an snet object. The data

store for any class built using the TSS is assumed to be an iBlob object. Each of the

member functions are implemented one by one. To make the code proprietary, we use

the opaque pointer concept. IBlob variables can be created in memory or in databases.

When a database iblob is created (using the TSS framework) then the snet object is

stored in the database as an object of the field snet. Thus, we can easily have snet

variables which are stored in main memory or in databases. When stored in databases,

the database has to be prepared first by creating a table and a field type of snet. The

mechanism to do so is explained in the next section.

5.2 Incorporating Spatial Network in Databases

The corresponding data type for spatial networks in databases is called SNET and

for the database to recognize the data type SNET and for users to create tables having

field type SNET, this data type has to be first registered with the database. The Oracle

database has the CREATE TYPE statement to specify the name of the object type, its

attributes, methods, and other properties. User defined object types can be created with

the CREATE TYPE statements. We define a type called SNET which contains just a

single BLOB object called pdata. Along with the data variable it contains the declaration
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of all the function members corresponding to the C++ snet class implemented earlier

as shown in Listing 5. The CREATE TYPE BODY statement contains the code for the

methods that implement the type and the corresponding (partial) CREATE TYPE BODY

statement is shown in Listing 6. The functions for the snet data type has been defined in

a package called the snet pkg. Putting all the related functions in a package is useful for

organizing the related functions.

1 CREATE OR REPLACE TYPE "SNET" as object

2 ( pdata BLOB,

3 member function channellength return number,

4 member function window return SNET,

5 member function clip return SNET,

6 member function getGeometry return line,

7 member function route return snet,

8 member function crossoverPts return Point2D,

9 member function junctionPoints return Point2D,

10 member function GetAccessPts return Point2D,

11 member function GetGraph return varchar2,

12 member function shortestroute return SNET,

13 member function minValue return Point2D,

14 member function maxValue return Point2D,

15 member function networkDistance return number,

16 member function nodeDegree return pls_integer,

17 member function gradient return number,

18 member function curvature return number,

19 member function networkUnion return SNET,

20 member function networkIntersection return SNET,

21 member function networkDiff return SNET,

22 member function toString return varchar2

23 );

Listing 5. Creating and registering a type for snet in Oracle database

Finally, the C++ implementation of the snet data type functions has to be linked

with the Oracle’s registered function. To do this, a library has to be created for the C++

snet class. It is assumed that all the implementation of all the functions declared in the

Oracle’s SNET user defined type has been implemented in the C++ compiled library
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1 CREATE OR REPLACE TYPE BODY "SNET" is

2 member function channellength return number is

3 result number := snet_pkg .channellength(pdata);

4 BEGIN

5 return result;

6 END;

7 member function window return SNET is

8 val SNET := snet_pkg.window(pdata);

9 BEGIN

10 return val;

11 END;

12 member function toString return varchar2 is

13 val varchar2(4000) := snet_pkg.toString(pdata);

14 BEGIN

15 return val;

16 END;

17 end;

Listing 6. Partial body of the snet data type in Oracle database

file located at ‘/home/aistdev/SNET/libs/libsnet.so’. The library is named snet lib and

registered with Oracle using the CREATE or REPLACE LIBRARY statement as follows:

1 CREATE or REPLACE library snet_lib as ’/home/aistdev/SNET/libs/libsnet.so’;

Listing 7. Link and register the libsnet.so library with Oracle as snet lib

Once the libsnet.so library has been registered with Oracle, we simply link the body

of the Oracle’s SNET user defined data type’s function as external functions in the body

of the ’snet pkg’ as shown in Listing 8. Note that the listing shows only three functions

belonging to the Oracle’s SNET data type. The rest of the functions have to be similarly

registered with Oracle. The SNET’s channellength function is linked to the external

function length contained in library snet lib and this is indicated in the CREATE OR

REPLACE PACKAGE BODY statement in lines 2 to 7 in Listing 8. Similarly, the SNET

function window is linked to the function with the same name in the snet lib library in

lines 9 to 14. Similarly, the toString function has been linked in lines 16 to 21 Listing 8.
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1 CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY "snet_pkg" AS

2 function channellength(b blob) return number

3 as external

4 language C WITH CONTEXT

5 name "length"

6 library snet_lib

7 parameters(CONTEXT, b OCILobLocator);

8

9 function window(b blob, r REGION2D) return SNET

10 as external

11 language C WITH CONTEXT

12 name "window"

13 library snet_lib

14 parameters(CONTEXT, b OCILobLocator);

15

16 function toString(b blob) return varchar2

17 as external

18 language C WITH CONTEXT

19 name "toString"

20 library snet_lib

21 parameters(CONTEXT, b OCILobLocator);

22 end;

Listing 8. Partial body of the snet pkg package in Oracle database

Once all the functions of the SNET user defined data type in Oracle has been

successfully registered and linked, they can be directly called from the SQL prompt.

Considering we have a table in Oracle with the schema RoadNetworks(RoadType:string,

roadNet :snet, AdministeredBy :String), we can pose queries which directly call the

functions associated with the SNET user defined data type in Oracle. For example,

the following query (Listing 9) finds the length of the network using the networklength

member function of SNET data type.

1 Select snet.networklength(N.roadnet)

2 from Roadnetworks as N

Listing 9. Query to return the entire network length

The query in Listing 10 computes the window of networks with a region named

Florida which belongs to the table ‘States’.
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1 Select snet.window(N.roadnet, S.Florida)

2 From Roadnetworks as N, States as S

Listing 10. Query example to show the window operation

All the functions declared in SNET (Listing 5) can be called in a query. Consequently

the SNQL we obtain, which is an extension of SQL, is exactly as proposed in Section 3.2.4.

5.3 Using Snet and Performance Evaluation

Among the network maps freely available, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a comprehensive

collection of road network data. OpenStreetMap is a collaborative project to create a

free editable map of the world. The data from OpenStreetMap is available under the

Open Database License (ODbL) from Open Data Commons (ODC). In the testing of this

project, OpenStreetMap has been made use of. The OpenStreetMap data is available in

a XML format directly downloadable from their website. The OpenStreetMap’s website

allows the user to download partial network data.

OpenStreetMap uses a topological data structure, with four core elements (also

known as data primitives). The Nodes are points with a geographic position, stored

as coordinates (pairs of a latitude and a longitude). Outside of their usage in ways,

they are used to represent map features without a size, such as points of interest or

mountain peaks. Ways are ordered lists of nodes, representing a poly-line, or possibly a

polygon if they form a closed loop. They are used both for representing linear features

such as streets and rivers, and areas, like forests, parks, parking areas and lakes.

Tags are used to store metadata about the map objects (such as their type, their name

and their physical properties). Relations are used for representing the relationship

of existing nodes and ways. Examples include turn restrictions on roads, routes that

span several existing ways, and areas with holes. Since the data is obtained directly

from the OpenStreetMap does not correspond to the internal representation of our

snet data type, the data has to be passed through a converter to obtain the desired

representation. Namely, the junction points have to computed and located in each
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Table 5-1. Evaluation of snet data type performance
Test case No. of No. of Creation Time(in s) Time to run Time to run

Segments Channels length(in s) window(in s)
1 145 50 5.43 0.04 0.25
2 507 164 33 0.23 1.8
3 932 58 8.79 0.04 0.35
4 3254 191 95.36 0.44 2.03
5 538 12 3.69 0.02 0.18
6 738 179 46 0.3 1.96

channel, the segments of the channel have to be appropriately located in a channel.

Then the data can be passed to the constructor of an snet object.

For the purpose of testing our implementation of the snet data type, we chose the

area in and around Gainesville’s road network data. We downloaded various sizes of

data and the details of the data along with the number of segments and the number of

channels can be found in Table 5.3. Along with the number of segments and the number

of channels, the table also gives the time it took to create an snet object containing

that data, the time to run the length operation on them, and the time to run the window

operation on it.

The data provides some interesting insights into the performance of the snet data

type. When the snet creation time, time to run length operation, and time to run window

operation is plotted against the number of segments as in the network in Chart 5-2, it

is apparent that there is hardly any correlation among them. On the other hand when

the same data is plotted against the number of channels (Chart 5-3), we see a definitely

correlation between them. As the number of channels in a network increase, the time

taken to complete the operations also increase. This is a consequence of the fact that

the network operations treat channels as units of the network. In both the charts we

see that the time taken to create a network is comparatively larger than the time taken

to run operations on it. This is expected because when creating the network, a number

of additional data is computed and stored, for example, the junction points etc.. Note

that once the snet object is created and put inside the database, the time taken to run
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operations on it are much lower. Almost all the operations run under a second. The time

to execute the operations do not show an exponential increase with the increase in the

number of channels either.

Figure 5-2. Performance evaluation of Snet data type
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Figure 5-3. Performance evaluation of Snet data type
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research is to build and integrate a comprehensive component

in extensible database management systems, which consists of a type system for spatial

network data like road networks, pipeline networks, and query language extensions with

most important operations and predicates like the intersection operation, the topological

predicates for querying spatial network data.

To achieve this goal, we have first developed an abstract data model for spatial

network. This data model is a rigorous, mathematical definition of a comprehensive

type system (algebra) for spatial networks called the spatial network algebra. This data

model presents a careful abstract design of a system of complex network data type and

the semantics of related operations. However, the emphasis is on completeness,

closure, consistency and generality of the type definitions and the semantics of

operations. This data model serves as a high-level specification for implementation

of spatial networks on computers. The abstract model illustrates a spatial networks data

type and semantics of related operations on them.

Next, an implementation concept for generic complex data types called Type

System Specification have been designed and implemented. TSS is a comprehensive

package to design, implement, and use complex data type systems in a very abstract,

user-friendly, and application domain-oriented manner. It consists of generic tools to

define, access, and manipulate complex application objects using a semantic method. It

uses a grammar to enable the high-level definition of application-specific complex data

types. It uses the path concept to enable the high-level handling of complex application

objects, and it adds high-level semantics that allows the application programmer to

stay in his application environment and use his/her application-specific terminology.

This framework allows the creation of new complex data types agnostic to the actual

physical storage locations. The user of the complex data type has a single object view
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of the data. The application developer chooses where to physically store the complex

data type object. The application developer can operate on complex data type objects

spanning multiple storage locations simultaneously. The application developer uses

complex data type objects just like any class object.

The spatial networks being a complex data type, TSS framework has been used to

create a data type called snet to implement spatial networks. This data type has been

incorporated in Oracle database to create a database field type for spatial network data.
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APPENDIX: TSS INTERFACE

The TSS framework exposes an interface which a type system developer may use

to implement operations on a complex application data. In this section we explain the

TSS interface. The interface functions provided by the TSS framework are classified into

seven types based on similarity of purpose and the grouping can be found in Table 6.

This section is organized into seven subsections each corresponding to a TSS function

type. The subsections will provide generic functional details of each type and proceed to

enumerate the C++ syntax signatures of the TSS interface functions that belong to that

particular type followed by a description of features distinct to individual functions.

A.1 Constructors

These set of functions represent the different options for TSS object creation. The

TSS represents an abstraction over the ’iBloB’ and requires a grammar that specifies

the structure of a complex data type. Once a constructor is called and executed, a

TSS object is created. This object can be used to manipulate and extract data from the

iBLOB.

1. TSS::TSS(const char* tssfile, bool isFile = true)

TSS::TSS(const char* tssfile, bool isFile = true). If isFile is set to true, then the

tssfile is a name of a file (with .tss extension) to read the grammar from, else tssfile is

the actual grammar. The grammar is stored and read as a character stream. In case

the tssfile stores an invalid grammar, the constructor will throw an Invalid Grammar

Exception.

A.2 Path Creation

The Path is the central construct of the TSS. It encapsulates a domain understandable

’pointer’ to components inside a complex data object, providing a logical connection

between them. An external user manipulate the path as a string. Paths are analogous to

pointers in C++. The following functions in the TSS interface allows a use to create path

objects:
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Table A-1. TSS function signatures
Function Group Class Signatures

Constructors TSS TSS : string × bool

Path Creation TSS createPath :→ Path
TSS createPath : string → Path

Set
Path set : Path × T → int
Path set : Path × T []× uint → int
Path set : Path × Path → int

Get Path get : Path → T
Path get : Path → T []

Append Path append : Path × T []× uint → int
Path append : Path × Path → Path

Deletion Path remove : Path → B

Auxilliary

Path count : Path → int
Path i sBO : Path → B
Path i sSO : Path → B
Path i sRO : Path → B
Path i sList : Path → B

Object Allocation

ObjLoc ObjLoc :→ ObjLoc
ObjLoc bind : UDT → B

UDT i sStorageAllocated :→ B
UDT getStore :→ iBlob

1. Path TSS::createPath(void *storageHandler)

2. Path TSS::createPath(string strPath, void *storageHandler)

Path TSS::createPath(void *storageHandler). This function will create an empty

Path object. The createPath function takes an iblob pointer as a storageHandler and

always works on that particular iblob object.

Path TSS::createPath(string strPath, void *storageHandler). This function

creates a Path corresponding to the input string ’strPath’. The TSS will first check if the

input string represents a valid path using the grammar. If the string does not conform
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with the grammar an Invalid Path Exception will be thrown. If the string does represent

a grammatically valid path, then a pointer to the particular sub component of the data

object will be stored and the Path object containing that pointer will be returned.

A.3 Set Functions

The TSS interface functions that belong to this type are used to insert values

to base objects. They take as input the value to be written and other auxiliary data

required (if any) for example, size of input array to set the values of an integer array,

along with a Path. The set functions first check if the input Path represents a Base

Object. If the Path does not represent a Base Object an Invalid Set Path Exception is

thrown. This is to reflect a design decision that will allow users to set only Base Object

values. Structured Objects in between the root and the base object are implicitly created

whenever required. The set functions are as follows :

1. template<class T> int Path::set(T &val)

2. template<class T> int Path::set(T *val, int size)

3. int Path::set(const Path &objp)

template<class T> int Path::set(T &val). Inserts an object of any type T into the

path pointed to by the Path object on which the function has been invoked. It returns a

positive value on successful execution and a -1 on failure.

template<class T> int Path::set(T *val, int size). Inserts an array object of

any type T into the path pointed to by the Path object on which the function has been

invoked. The variable ‘size’ should contain the number of elements in the array. It

returns a positive value on successful execution and a -1 on failure.

int Path::set(const Path &objp). This function can only be called by path objects

pointing to reference objects. After successful execution of this function, the reference

object points to objp.
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A.4 Read Functions

The read functions read form base objects sub-component in a complex object/ In

case the Path points to a location which currently does not exist in the data object, then

an exception is thrown.

Reading a structured object is not semantically justifiable. If the Path does not

represent a Base Object an Invalid Read Path Exception is thrown. If a base object has

been defined as an list, read function can read it as a list or as single objects depending

on how the path is specified. It returns a positive value on successful execution.

1. template<class T> int Path::read(T &val)

2. template<class T> int Path::read(T *&val, int &size)

template<class T> int Path::read(T &val). Reads and populates the variable T

from a base object pointed to by the Path the function is invoked from. If the Path does

not represent an base object an Invalid Read Exception is thrown.

template<class T> int Path::read(T *&val, int &size). Reads, allocates and

populates the val pointer from a base object pointed to by the Path. The size variable is

updated to contain the number of elements in the array val. If the path object does not

represent a base object an Invalid Read Exception is thrown. If the base object is not a

list, then an Invalid Read Exception is thrown.

A.5 Append Functions

All the append functions work on paths which point to lists. If these functions are

applied to a non list path, the append functions throw an exception. The append function

inserts an object at the end of a list and are similar to the set functions in their overall

execution The append functions are overloaded to accept all the basic data types. If the

function complete successfully, it returns a Path to the newly inserted object.

1. template<class T>int Path::append(T *val, int size);
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template<class T> int Path::append(T *val, int size). Concatenates an array

object of any type T into the path pointed to by the Path object on which the function

has been invoked. The variable ‘size’ should contain the number of elements in the

array. It returns a positive value on successful execution and a -1 on failure.

A.6 Deletion

This function may be used to delete a sub-component from a data object.

1. Path removeObj()

bool remove().: This function will delete the object represented by the Path. If

the Path represents a Structured Object all the components below the hierarchy of the

structured object will be deleted. If the path argument is a list item, then the item will

be removed from the list and list will be compacted to remove and holes formed. This

function will return true if deletion was successful, else it will return false.

A.7 Auxiliary Functions

These set of functions provide additional functionality apart from the read and write

functions.

1. int count()

2. bool isBO()

3. bool isSO()

4. bool isRO()

5. bool isList()

Path count().: This function returns the number of items in a list sub component. If

the path object does not point to a list, then a exception is thrown.

bool isBO().: It returns a true value if the path object points to a base object, else it

returns false.

bool isSO().: It returns a true value if the path object points to a structured object,

else it returns false.
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bool isRO().: It returns a true value if the path object points to a reference object,

else it returns false.

bool isList().: It returns a true value if the path object points to a list object, else it

returns false.

A.8 Object Allocation Functions

The object allocation functions are used to create physical storage locations and

associate it to complex data type objects.

1. bool bind(UDT &)

2. bool isStorageAllocated()

3. iblob * getStore()

bool bind(UDT &).: This function belongs to the ObjLoc class and it binds an object

of ObjLoc to a UDT object, If the binding fails, then the function returns a false.

bool isStorageAllocated().: It is a member function of the UDT class and it returns

true if the UDT object has been allocated physical storage location by the bind function

explain earlier.

iblob * getStore().: This function belongs to the UDT class and it returns a pointer

to an iBlob object associated with the UDT object. The iBlob object cannot be accessed

directly. It returns a NULL if the bind operation has not been executed on the UDT

object
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